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Attend the Meeting at
the Club Tuesday

Tonight and Sunday
Fair; Rising Temperature

!
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President Look for Trouble.
Mass., Sept. 7. President
Taft this afternoon authorized Major
General Wood by telephone to dispatch at once two more regiments ot
cavalry to the Mexican border. No
authorization was given by the president to have the troops to cross the
The president regards the
border.
situation as grave.
The president directed the dispatch
of one rtgimtent from Fort
Riley,
Kansas, and one from Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming. It was said today that
whilu no more troops were to ,be sent
during the next few days the situation
haa become auite alarming to the
"
'
Washington authorities.
It can be stated on authority, however, that Intervention will not be
considered by Mr. Taft except as a
last resort. He has told nrany of his
advisers that he wcfuld not send the
army a.cioss the Texas border until
every possible move had been made
to affowl protection to Americans by
the Madero government.
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Mexicans Also Ask a Favor
Mexico City. Mex.; Sept. 7. For a
second time the United States govern
ment will be asked for authorization
of the transportation of Mexican
troops across American territory. The
plan of the war department to conduct
a campaign against" a large body of
rebels necessitates moving soldiers
through El Paso.

.

The war de
partment Is preparing to despatch
two more regiments ot cavalry to the
Mexican border. General Wood, chief
of staff, today asked President Tatt
for his approval of the order. The
troopers will be taken from Fort
Riley, Kansas, and Fort D. A. Rus
sell, Wyoming, one regiment from
each post.
to'
Reports to the war department"
refor
day included urgent requests
inforcements for the present border
conpatrol. The war department Is
from
military
a
suggestion
sidering
commanders along the border that
the United States secure permission
' from the Mexican
government for
American troops to pursue into Mexican territory bands of rebel raiders
who operate on this side of the line.
This step was taken during the Indian trouble in Arizona and New
Mexico in the seventies and eighties.
',- While the Mexican government
has begun negotiations through
its embassy here for permission to
Bend its troops through to Texas and
Arizona to the state of Sonora, such
a request may not be pressed because of heavy reversals suffered oy
the rebels in that section. Word was
recived at the embassy today that
sufficient troops were at Nogales and
Cananea to protect American life and
property.
In the raids on the American side
the United States troops are unable
to Dursue the raiders when they re
treat into Mexican territory. If the
American defending force were sup
ported by a sufficient Mexican force,
the marauders would be caugni
them and the outrages could
' ,
he stonned.
As Ambassador Wilson has strong
to
ly urged the Mexican government
of troops
number
sufficient
a
ylace
in Sonora to protect American interests, it is ass'umea that the United
States is prepared to allow passage
for Mexican troops through American
territory for that purpose.
An Indication that ?the Mexican
government is likely to make such a
request is the calling of a special
Besslon of the Mexican senate, without whose authorization President
Madero cannot ' send troops out
It would be at least a week
before the senate can be convened.
There Is precedent for the passage
of Mexican troops through American
rebelterritory. In the late Madero
sent,
were
through, Arilion,' forces
zona and California to protect tt
'
American dikes and irrigation. tserM
on the Colorado river In Lower California. War department advices say
Salazar is personally reGeneral
sponsible for the rebel raids on this
In the skirmish
Bide of the line.
yesterday on the Culberson ranch,
American soldiers captured a Mexican rebel who says Salazar has ordered the men across the line to
round up beef for his command. General Steever has dispatched Troop C
of the Third cavalry to the scene of
the trouble. Troop B, Fourth cavalry, has gone from Fort Hauchuca to
reinforce the patrol on the border
Washington,

Sept.

7

.

"

.

line.
Acting

President Taft's authority, the treasury department today authorized the exportation into
Arizona of" five hundred rifles and
for ,the use of
150,000 cartridges
Americans for the protectlou of their
lives and property. The arms will
be forwarded to the consular agent
at Cananea for distribution.
upon

Anonymous Letters from Rebels
El Paso, Tex., Sept 7. Mexican
Mexico
that
rebels, anticipating

party
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Is possible that two representatives will be presented 'by the committee on platform and resolutions, as
It IS said the members of the com mi
are not In accord on all planks.
The report of the resolutions committee seated 592 delegates with, a voting strength of 2i0, ten votes for each
"
county.
Thought a state ticket was to be
nominated before night, delegates to
the Montana state progressive convention were at sea regarding many
places on the ticket when the convention reassembled todayi. The
nomination of Senator J. M. Dixon
for United States Benator was the
only step that had been definitely
decided on.
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TODAY

TALKS TO THE PEOPLE OF THE
STATE ON ISSUES OF THE
CAMPAIGN.
. Hathaway, Mont.,
Sept. 7. After
an all night ride from Forgo, N. D.,
Colonel Roosevelt came into Senator
Dixon's state
today. He was to
'

speak in Billings, Livingston, Logan
and Helena and then have the first
night's rest away from his train
which his campaign managers have
permitted him since he started on
the tour, remaining in Helena all
night and leaving for Spokane early
Sunday morning.
In a brief speech to a crowd of
,men and women who had arisen an
hour or two before the UBual stated
time, , Colonel Roosevelt said his opponents had made every charge
against him they could think of, including the statement that he wanted to be king.
"I am accused of wanting to rule
the country with an iron hand," he.
said. "I always inclined to answer
that the people who make this statement don't know- - kings or else
would not put it down as my ambition to be one. They don't know,
kings as I do. Other things I would
ike to be, but not a king. The con-

might ask to transport troops through
the United States, have sent anonymous letters to of flclals of various bo
der towns along the Sonora-Arizon- a
line, threatening to attack, the American towns If Mexican troops are permitted to move from Chihuahua
through the United States, to reach
Sonora to put down the rebels.
Mexico made a similar request a
few months ago, when It asked permission to bring troops from Eagle
Pass to El Paso, to operate against
t!y
the rebels at Jufirez. .Governor ,oi-- j
qultt, of Texas, protested 30 vigorously that the movement was stopped.
The governor declared if the Unite
States did not stop the movement, h
stitutional monarch of the present
would have state rangers do it when
time comes nearer being a cross
borthe
reached
Mexican
troops
the
a popular vice president and a
der.
leader of the four hundred than anything else I know of.
Rebels Attack Women.
"Mind you," the colonel went on, "I
An
attack
7.
Mex.,
Sept.
Cananea,
am
not talking against the ojb of
on this place by rebels is expected
leadbut I just wouldn't have It."
rebel
king,
the
Rafael
Campa,
again.
er has sent word for Americans to The colonel discussed the enforcet
law by the
keep away from the firing line and ment of the
none will be harmed. He also sent Taft administration and the attitude
word here that he himself had killed
six of his men for ravaging women
and girls. Three hundred and fifty
federal regulars arrived here during
the night, and twd hundred of them
were sent' out to locate Campa's
band.
'1
,

n

anti-trus-

Colonel

Primaries In Washington.
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 7. Progressive primaries are being held today
throughout the state of Washington
for the nomination i. full state, conand county
gressional, leglBlalv
tickets. Rain is falUng in western
Washington and showers are forecasted generally for the state.
The delegates chosen today will
meet in Seattle next Tuesday, listen
to an address "by Theodore Roosevelt
and nominate the candidates who receive the largest vote today.
The hottest contest is over the
governorship nomination, for whict)
four experienced politicians are striv.
ing, with Sheriff R. T. Hodg'e of Seattle apparently In a slight lead over
.ylin C. Lawrence
vy. H. Faulliannts,
and Otto A. Case.
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Fort Riley, Kan., Sept. 7. Colonel
Hatfield, commanding officer at this
post, said today his own regiment,
the Thirteenth cavalry, in all probab-- ! Mass Meeting to Be Held Tuesday Evening of Next Week in the Commercial Club Rooms-W- hy
the
ility would be the one sent to the Mex-- !
Has Been Delayed When it May Be Resumed; By What Means It Can Be Brought
Work
lean 'border in response ta. an order
to Completion and Other Details Which the Public Should Know, Are Among
from Washington.
Up to 2 SO o'clock
Public Spirited Citizen Is Invited
no order had been received,
the Facts to Be Disclosed-Eve- ry
to
start
be
will
ready
"Ojir regiment
on a moment's1 notice," Colonel
Nothing ppssibly could be more son for their action will be explained munity regarding what has been
said. .; '
done by the grant board, what is provital to the future prosperity of Las at this meeting.
The board is now considering a posed to be done and what successVegas than the successful completion
To Send General Sanjlnez
of the irrigation system on the Las compromise of some kind with the fully and legally can be done that
Juarez, Mex., Sept, 7. If the United Vegas land grant, commonly known Camfield Development company, Mr. scarcely any citizen is possessed of
States permits the passage of Max-ca- as the Camfield. project.
V
Camfield having proposed this man- a clear conception pf. the. situation.!
federal troops through New MexHad not unforseeh circumstances ner of settlement o" the- - legal diffi- Realizing this fact. The Optic suggest
ico and Arizona,, the Mexican govern arisen to
t
of the!
prevent, the project doubt- culties arising out of hta failure to ed to W.. J.
ment will send the forces under Gen less would have neen finished, and in complete his contract
This ques- Commercial club, the advisability of
eral Augustin Sanjlnez, who Is at pres- actual operation some months ago. tion Is open to discussion.
. holding ft mass meeting of the clti-Sanilnez commands 900
ent here,
There are other important mat- zens immediately at wbich member,'
Engineers,' men competent to pass
men, the majority of whom are half judgment; men high In their profes- ters to be settled If the board is to, of the grant board, representatives
This force sion, have asserted that the project solve the problem before it in a man- of the Camfield company and
civilized Yaqul Indians.
every
with accompanying
artillery is at is feasable and. that there is plenty ner acceptable to the people of the public spirited citizen could express
present scattered along tihe railway of water to Irrigate the district community. To the credit of , the himself freely and the entire comto fee southwest of Juarez. ,
which it is contemplated to convert trustees, be it said that they are pro- munity could be made familiar with
In event of permission, from Wash Into a veritable garden.
ceeding advisedly and are. using ev- conditions as they actually exist.
Mr. Lucas' at once approved of the
ington the Indians would 'be transport
The Camfield
Development com- ery endeavor to cause the irrigation
ed from El Paso, Tex., opposite Juarez pany of Greeley, Colo., has endeav- system to be completed at the ear- plan and authorized The Optic to call
to Douglas, Ariz., below which western ored to build the project and has ad- liest possible time. But to accom- such a meeting for Tuesday night at
mitted its inability to do so. The at- plish this they do not propose tr the Commercial club rooms. At that
point, the condition is said to
with not sufficient federal forces torneys for the company will no sacrifice the best interests of the gathering It is proposed to discuss
to protect American owned mines or doubt explain to the people the people.
the matters pertaining to the irrigacause of this failure, and this meetrailways.
Everybody knows that the coinple tion project in a thorough manner.
President Madero made formal re ing will give them opportunity to do tlon of the Camfield project means a And It is proper to do so. The comgreat deal to Las Vegas. Its success- pletion of the irrigation system is a
quest to Washington
regarding this so.
The board of trustees of the land, ful entering into operation wll open matter of vital public interest and
plan to quickly transport Mexican
troops through the United States in grant recently rejected the proposi- up a new era of prosperity for this the people are entitled to know the
order to cope with the ravaging reb tion of Messrs. Thorpe and Moore community. WE MUST have It and details and the causes which have
els with the Yaqul Indians who,, are of Denver to complete the proj'frct. have it soon If Las Vegas la to keep been delaying the work.
Be sure, Mr. Business
said to be the most determined and They had perfectly good reasons for pace with the other cities In the new
Man and
Mr. Citizen,
to plan to attend the
desperate fighters of the Mexican ar- taking such action, though there are state.
There is so much misunderstand- meeting Tuesday night. IT IS IMfree to criticise the
my, It la said at the military headquar- many people
trustees for what they did. The rea ing among the people of the com PORTANT THAT YOU BE THERE.
ters here.
:
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vice and told Chairman Clapp he
Sea Girt, N. J., Sept. 7. Governor
would come at almost any time. AnWood row Wilson today, commended
drew Carnegie and John D. Rockefelchoice of Oscar S. Straus as nomler may be called upon . if develop- the
for governor by the progressive
inee
ments warrant in the investigation of
of New York.
con- republicans
the
"It's
tiefcet aud an
au'ttbtriIraxK)'
troversy. William Rockefeller is to
platform," said the governor.
be called in connection with John D.
us on our metal."
Archbold's recent testimony about. an "It will put
The governor was asked if he favor
PASTOR FATALLY BURNED.
contribution
of
$100,000 by the
alleged
ed the nomination of progressive dem
Paulina, Iowa
Sept. 7. Rev. H. Standard Oil company to Mr. Roose1904.
in
velt's
fund
It has not yet ocrats for governors and state offices
Grefe, pastor of the Lutheran church
been determined to call B. H. Gary throughout the country.
in Germantown, Iowa, at 12 o'clock
"That goes without saying," he re
or Henry C. Frlck.
last night was burned to death beplied.
Ormsby McHarg, one of the RooseThe governor received a photograph
fore the eyes of his children and velt managers in the
several other persons while pinned campaign, has been asked to appear. in today's mail showing T. O. G Ilium
beneath a wrecked motor car. The The committee wants to question him and his eight sons, of Madison Mills,
blaze was started
from a lantern about expenditures in behalf of Colonel Va., in the costumes of a baseball
were work- Roosevelt's candidacy at the Chicago nine. Each enclosed one dollar as a
rescuers
his
which
with
campaign contribution.
convention.
ing.

&cd flUna

Ready

tiuc m m

TO REDUCE TROOPS"
Lansing, Mich., Sept. 7. It was offi
cially announced today that the military force now on riot duty at the PREFERRED
HOMICIDE TO EX.
INTIMATION IS MADE THAT SOME state
prison at Jackson probably will
LEGAL1 PROCEEDTENDED
OF HIS MONEY INFLUENCED
be reduced early next week unless
INGS
there Is some change in the situation.
CONGRESS
A' military force will be maintained at
'
the prison until the prison board of
EE
IS
FUiELY POLITICAL
control and Warden Simpson decides
neces
no
is
such assistance
longer
was stated.
HE .13
THAT DEATHS
STATE8
SENATE'S PROBE SEEMS TO BE sary,- It
WERE
WHICH
CHARGED
FOR PURPOSE OF MAKING
"BUGS" RAYMOND DEAD
"THUNDER"
Chicago, Sept. 7. Arthur, better
known in baseball as "Bugs
Ray
New York, Sept, 7 District AttorWashington, Sept. 7. When J. P. mond, former pitcher with the New
ney
Rogers of Orange county was dua
Morgan takes the stand before Sen- York National league team, was found
noon to here today to confer with District
at
downtown
a
in
hotel
dead
ator Clapp's committee investigating
WhitirfafiV concerning the
day. A coroner's physician said that Attorney
Greenwood Lake of Mrs.
in
campaign contributions, he will be
drowning
to
was
heart
due
Raymond's death
whrf perished while la
Rosa
Scabo,
questioned not omy about campaign disease, which had been aggravated by
Burton W, Gibson, a
with
company
contributions of 1904 and 1908 but the excessive heat.
New York lawyer, now executor of her
about any possible connection
be1 10,000 estate.
tween contributions in the period
consulate
The
from 1900 to 1912 and legislation In
several
days ago
here
started
inquiry
congress. This was learned today
by charging Gibson with fraud in cona conference between Chairman
nection with the will and this publicClapp and Senator Pomerene at
ity uncovered a chain of coincidences
which plans for the resumption of the
now linking the lawyer's name with
hearing were to ibe arranged.
four other clients or friends or relaThe date of Morgan's appearance
THINKS HE WILL MAKE A DANDY tives of clients directly Involved In
has not been determined. He has
CANDIDATE FOR DEMOCRATS
litigation with Gibson who were murbeen on the; oommitee's list of witnes
TO BEAT
dered or died violently or who Btrange-l- y
es since
when he waived ser-

'

Hatfield

LAWYER OUnOEO!

C0NTEIIUTI01?

ADOITIONAL

.... t

'

POPULAR MAN
Calif., Sept. 7.
County Supervisor George E. Butler
broke all nomination records in the
primary last Tuesday. He is the can
didate of the republican, democratic,
socialist and prohibition parties. In
addition to winning the republican
which he sought, his
nomination,
friends in the other parties wrote his
name on their ballots. Besides the
A

San Bernardino,

7.
Temporary
U!i 11
with
Senator
Joseph M.
.organization,
Dixon as chairman, was made permanent at the morning session of the
Montana state progressive Iconvention
A committee composed of two mem
bers from each county was appointed
PROGRESSIVE CANDIDATE SAYS to
INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE WILL supervisorial nomination, ;Butler re- NEW YORK ATTORNEY ACCUSED
present the names of candidates to
ceived votes on all party ballots for
OF MOST HORRIBLE
THE JOB DOESN'T LOOK
ASK THE CAPITALIST A FEW
,
the convention, but made It plain that
office.
county
every
practically
CRIMES
GOOD'.
nominano
bar to direct
this offered
QUESTIONS
tions from the floor.
,

Helena,

;'

,

progressive

trusts.

Might

TELEGRAPH OERVICE

WIF5E
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AMERICANS

LEASED

Roosevelt Not So Delighted.
.
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 7. The selection of the candidates by the progressive convention yesterday was
not exactly in accordance with Colonel Roosevelt's choice. The colonel
instructed that Mr. Prendergast ot
New York be named for governor
and Dean H. T. Cook of St. Lawrenc?
mate, but
university a3 n;s
Chairman Hotohkisa la.d today he
knew the colonel
would be "Immensely pleased" with the ticket.
Oscar S. Straus, candidate for governor, left for New York City toMr. Straus probably will do
day.
his share of speechmaking.

rnnirf

Hat-fioi- d

JOHNSON

PREACHES TO

THE IGHIGAN VOTERS

n

Lucas.-presiden-

TELLS THEM HE IS FIGHTING THE
PEOPLE'S FIGHT IN PROGRESSIVE PARTY
Jackson,

Mich., Sept.

7.

Governor

Johnson sped across Michigan today,
preaching thd progressive doctorine of
social and industrial justice to crowds
that assembled around the rear platform o his special train. Prolonged
applause met his declaration that the
new party should make life brighter,
for the people rather than make money for the fow financial Interests.
"This is not what you would call a
political spee," he said. "At Ann
Arbor it is a crusade wo are making
ThlB is humanity's fight, not only for
y6u and yours, but for those who follow. You need not fear the politicians
in this fight. This movement springs
from the people. Government must
solve the question of social and industrial justice of governmen would

last"
A hundred prominent Michigan met
accompanied the governor.

disappeared.
"The five tragedies that have occurred In the course of my career at the
and nobar are merely
can,
offered
be
more.
No
proof
thing
to the contrary and every accusation
WB'agigesUon of wronsilolnsr n w.
part is utterly without foundation."
Burton W. Gibson, the lawyer whose
name has been brought Into prominence through the death of Mrs. Rosa
Scabo, an Austrian women In
Lake, made this statement toFern-woo-

d

day.

IT'S

NO WONDER

DIO NOT FEEL

JOHN
GCC3

HE HAD BEEN DINING ON NAILS,
KNIVES, SCREWS AND ,
s
GLASS.
Chicago, Sept. 7 When physicians
operated on John Martiner at the
county
hospital to ascertain the
cause of "terrible pains in his stomach," they found nineteen
pocket
knives, seventeen nails, five knife
blades, a dozen screws and a silver
dollar. 'For eighteen years, Martiner,
who has been knowi to Chicagoans
as "the human tool chest," swallowed
such articles on wagers.
"Eating knives and all that stuff
never hurt me," said Martiner before
the operation, "but sometimes I'd get
terrible pains in my stomach."
Physicians pronounced the operation
as successful.- - Martiner is 36 years
old and a laborer.
The pocket knives," screws, nails
and other
articles removed ''fromt,
mounted oa
Martiner's stomach-wercardboard 'by Superintendent, D. P:
Teters of the" hospital- and placed on
;
exhibition at the institution.
- "All of the articles,
were, lodged in
a corner of the stomach," said the
surgeon who operated on Martiner.
"An. ulcer had formed and the man
would have died within a month if
he had not been operated upon."
Ten of the knives taken from Martiner's stomach had been bone handled, but the'bone nad been dissolved
by gastric juices. The wooden hantt
The stiver
led knives were Intact.
which
he swallowed ten
dollar,
years ago, was as bright as- if the
coin had just come from the mint.
The Juices of the stomach had kept
the silver in a highly polished condition. Some of the knife blades were
.
rusty.
.

-

GENERAL WELLS DEAD
,
Geneva, N. Y., Sept 7. Brigadier
General Almond B. Wells, U. S. A.,
retired, died at his home today. He
has been in bad health for two years.
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FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

SHOES

Sirs'

H

(RIBBON'
It SHOES
roR

boys

Combining Style, Comfort and Quality to a Maximum Decree

f6

'

BLUE

y

and have just received a full and complete line of the newest and most popular models Styles
for every child, big or little. These shoes are made from the best stock procurable, along common-sens- e
lines and by practical shoemakers of the highest skill.
They are neat, dressy and stylish, but at the same time comfortable and roomy no cramping of the toes or deforming the feet.
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EVERY PAIS GUARANTEED

RIVALS CANAL FEAT.
Rio Janeiro, Sept. 7. The Madelra-Mamor- e
railway, which extends (from
the coast hundreds of miles into me
Brazilian Jungle and the completion
of which is considered almost as remarkable a piece of engineering as
the building of the Panama canal,
was formally opened today with ceremonies In which the representatives
of many nations had part. Prominent
among the honored guests of the occasion was Dr. Albert Hale of Washington, D. C, the official representaUnion.
tive of the
Thfl new railway opens up an immense area of valuable farming
country, but Its chief. end, from the
viewpoint of, Brazilian, capitalists, iB
that it penetrates one of the greatest wild rubber areas in the world.

V

STRAY TOPICS FROM
V V
V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

their rarity and the difficulty of obtaining perfect specimens from the
jungles of India and the swamps and
wilderness of central Africa or South
America.
The ambitious Thespian
Intends to raise rare bulerflles and
moths for the market and expects to
make a small or, perhaps, even a
large fortune, selling the products Of
his lepidoptera farm to the American
mllllotnaires and millionairesses who
have recently taken up the fad of letting rare (butterflies and moths flutter
around in their conservatories.

tric syBtem of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford
railroad, near
Mount Vernon, a painter came In contact with one of the feed wires the
other day and received a shock of
32,000 volts.
The electric current
melted the works of the watch which
the painter carried in his pocket yet,
the man survived, receiving only a few
burns and bruises, the latter caused
by his falling from the ladder upon
which he stood at the time of the accident

New York, September 7. One of of Hippocrates had positively etated
the latest achievements in the wo- that he would not live more than 48
THE MOUNTAINAIR INSTITUTION POSWELL MAN SAYS HE IS NOT
man's suffrage line is the organiza- hours. The man was found near thp
IN RACE FOR G. O. P.
NEEDS THE
so- railroad tracks and was taken to the
tion of a National
"
NOMll NATION
OF THE STATE
or
St Joseph's hospital in Yonkers. There
of
suffragparty
consisting
ciety
It was ascertained that the man's
ettes and headed by Mrs. Borden
From Passaic, N. J., comes the startMountainalr, N. JT, Sept 7. A Albuquerque, N. M., Sept 7. NathIn a rather unusual manner was a ling Infonntion that a former New
The members of the organiza- skull was fractured and part of his
Chautauqua assembly is founded on an Jaffa, former secretary of New
tion are busy as bees and expect to be brain had been torn out With no liveryman In Harlem separated from York policeman, now living in East
something higher and better than Mexico, and one of the leading repubof great help to th democratic na hope of saving the life of the patient a roll containing $145 In bills the oth- Rutherford, N. J., was held up andcommercialism, It is not a money licans, of the, state, ..is) la Albutjuerque
tlonal ticket. They even have a the doctors at the hospital treated his er day. He was preparing to pay off robbed the other morning by a wo
making institution and Is usually In today from his home in Roswell to
"poetess" among them, who has un- supppeedtly fatal Injuries and, strange his help, when his three pet goats. man, a regular bold highwaywoman.
aeot. me Mountainalr Chautauqua, attend a meeting of the board of redertaken the Job of supplying the wo- to say, the patient survived and seems had the freedom of the stables, came Later on the woman was captured by
which has just closed Its fifth an- gents of the state university, of which
men with campaign songs. Her first to fee in a fair way to recovering. The Into his office. Firmly relying upor the chief of police of the town and
"CASCARETS" FOR
nual session, is no exception.
to be sung after the melody fact that part of his brain Is gone the honesty of his goats the livery held for trial.
Its he is a member.
SICK HEADACHE effort,
"I am not a candidate, for the reindebtedness amounts to something
of "My Pretty IaiS" is a somewhat does not seem to affect his general man diverted his attention from the
'
over $2,000.
publican nomination for congress,"
that same poem. condition, but this should not be sur- money and business papers on h WILSON TO
ADDRESS VETERANS
Liver and Bowels trite adaptation u'
Last spring a financial statement said Mr. Jaffa, "and am in no sense It's Your Inactive
women are delighted prising to the doctors. They ought to desk to attend to some other mattet
the
However,
Atlantic City, N. J, Sept. 7. With
You Need Cascarets Sure.
vp as made to the
with it and will sing it with' vigor and know with how little brains a great When he returned to his desk he found
advisory board and in the race. It is true that a great
fluttering flags and martial music.
many persons of considerable Impo- that the goats had not onlyt chewed the
suggestions asked for. Of their own many of my friends among republia throb- emphasis when the occasion arises.
have
gates of Atlantic
You're
bilious,
you
City were
rtance in public life manage to get up hia ledger but devoured a number
volition and about the same time. Gov- cans have written to me suggesting
thrown open today to greet the dele
in your head, a bad
sensation
bing
ernor William J. Mills of Las Vegas that I should be the nominee, and
along, enjoying excellent health and of receipts and the entire roll , of
On every day of next week, begin- - j
taste In your mouth, yoiT eyes i burn,
gates and visitors to the ninth an
and J. R. Porter of Estancla each while I have of course been gratified
accumulating money.
money, excepting a corner of a $10 nual national
of'
with
skin is yellow, with dark rings ning
convention of the UnitMonday, representatives
your
iblll. He became
I
proposed to be one of 20 to mit ur by this expression of confidence,
greatly excited and ed Spanish War Veterans and the
under your eyes; your lips are the Woman's Suffrage party will be. There
various
am
are
not
of
no
In
Is
in
the
a
ways
Bhort time several of his neigh Ladles'
$100 each to pay the indebtedness and
running. There
"making
parched. No wonder you feel ugly, permitted to speak for 15 minutes
Auxiliary of that organizaJust as there are various ways bors' were attracted by his
thing further that I care to say in the mean and
put the institution of it feet.
Your system from the stage of Hammeretein's Vic- money"
moaning. tion. Headquarters were opened at
of
of
rid
Some
v At the stockholders' meeting held matter, at this timej.
of the Some of them advised him to kill the the Hotel
money.
getting
is full of bile not prooerly passed off, toria Theater in favor of their cause.
Rudolf this morning and
methods are rather uncommon and goatfl and recover the money, but the
"The Pecos Valley," said Mr. Jaffa, and what you need is a cleaning .up On
during the late session, this was: in
several Informal features of the conMonday Mrs. James Lees Laidlaw then attract
attention,' For instance, livery man did not consider this a vention
cluded in the annual report of the "is being treated to quite a little row inside. Don't continue feeing a bilious wni preside, and Miss Lola La Fol-program will he carried out
teecr et&ry and a movement was in in the democratic ranks in Chavgg nuisance to yourseii and those wt5 letev Haughter of the senator from there is & certain aotor who has a good plan. Fearing, however, that tomorrow.
Governor Wood row WilRed Bank, N. J., some covetous individual might try son will be
here the first of the week
augurated to present this matter to the county. It'ifl purely confined to local love you, and don't resort to harjh Wisconsin, will deliver an address, summer home at
who has decided to' give up his stage to burglarize his goats, he. locked them to address the
people of New Mexico and la this way questions, chiefly those of party man- physics that "rrltate and injure. Re- outlining the history of the party and
delegates and review
solicit their aid in ridding the or- agement, as I understand It, and while member that most disorders of the its work. After M1ss La Toilette's career and devote hla time and ener in their stable and sat in front of the the big parade, in which United
to the management of a butterfly locked door all night keeping watch States soldiers
and sailors and the
ganization of its burden of debt, and it is quite a serious break in the party stomach, liver and intestines can he address all those in the theater, which gy
militia of several states will partlcl-pat- e
put it in a condition to perform its organisation, Is not likely to affect quickly cured by morning with gen will be filled with suffragettes, and moth farm. It is a fact well over his precious goats.
So far the ap- the position of democrats on national tle, thorough Cascarets they work will form in line and march to the known to entomologists that certain
mission unhampered.
with the veterans.
,
fentterflies and moths bring extremely While painting one of the iron piers
of
nature and Issues. Roosevelt is going to show while you sleep. A
a
been
has
box from street, where an open-ai- r
general
peal
meeting will
the responses have been surprisingly considerable strength in the Pecos your druggist will keep your liver be held to enlist marchers for the suf- high prices in the market, owing to carrying the feed wires for the elec
Everybody reds Tka Optlo. "'
satisfactory, and indicate the determl valley counties In this election accord, and bowels clean; Btomach sweet frage parade in November.
nation of New .Mexico's best people ing to present indications, although it and your head clear for months.
to stand behind this movement for is still too early to make any definite Children love to take Cascarets, beThe rivalry in extravagant enterthe betterment of social conditions, the predictions as to how the vote will cause they taste good and never
between the members of
tainments
CAPITAL PAID IN
only one of its kind in New Mexico. go."
gripe or sicken.
SURPLUS
millionaire
the
colony of Newport has
Mr.
Jaffa has many warm friends in
Subscription accompanied by checks,
$100,000.00
not only to the newspapers but
given
$50,000.00
and
Albuquerque
have been received aa follows:
throughout the
PLANNING YEAR'S WORK.
to the public in general something to
"
r
'
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Dr. B. McQueen Gray, Albuquerque, state and is looked upon as one of
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 7. With
r
talk about and to criticise. Of course,
Vemen
the
J.
in
the
Hon.
William
members
all
Las
1
strongest
Mills,
$100;
republican
present excepting Judge
v) 1 r i
how
business
is
nobody's
it
really,
gas, $100; Governor William C. Mc- party in New Mexico. It is reported Alford W. Cooler, the board of regthese mllloinaires spend their money
Belen, that a number of counties will instruct ents of the University of New MexiDonald, $100; John Becker,
J. M. Cunningham. President
so long as they do it in a legitimate
$50; Senator K P. Pankey, Santa Fe, for him regardless of his announce- co convened this morning at the uniVl? T HosMns, Cashier.
Frank
to
the
Swinger.
has
right
way, hut everybody
$25; Mrs, Lucy Cowgill, Estancla, ment that he is not a candidate for versity in the first regular session
as to the good
The object form hi? own opinion
nomination.
Mr. since its organization.
$25; Mrs. A. H. Garnett, Estancla, the congressional
methods employof
the
taste
had
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to
is
which
was
Jaffa
W.
expected
urged in the first state elec of the meeting
Conway, Raton,' $10;
$10; Dr. T.
ed In spending the dollars. It is by
Mrs. Leon a Logiie, Raton, $10; Dr. tion as the logical candidate for gov- last for two days, is to take up
1 ft
Y
T
Dav ernor, and iti la the belief of a vast for the first time the whole adminis- no means surprising that to European
HiitniiApntiA
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Ideas this duel of extravagance and
Charles O. Beckman, Albuquerque, number of republicans throughout the trative policy of the school and to
in exto
be
appears
vulgar
display
betterfor
its
state that his nomination would have outline a campaign
$5.00.
.
tremely bad taste and persona of reThese are all in addition to tke sub resulted in republican success at the ment and growth.
finement and cultivated taste in this
ok
will
be
work
the
"Every phase
scriptions received last year for stock polls last November.
share tht
gone over," said R. W. D. Bryan of country will undoubtedly
In Mocks of $100 on the Installment
but
the
critics,
of
European
opinion
this
the
of
this city, president
board,
plan. Another plan of presenting the
Is not likely to
condemnation
this
we
time
Is
"This
the
first
com
morning.
more
and
RUSSIA
. matter in a
REMEMBERS BORODINO.
explicit
effect upon the
Moscow Sept. 7. Modern Russia have been ready to go exhaustively have the slightest
polling way is now being worked out
American Nabobs whose only ambiall
the
in
Into
the
university
plans
effi
looked
will
100
backward
which Is thought
pnve
years today and
tion seems to be to outshine their
cient and in a short time place bowed low to the warriors who met details and there is an immense
Capital Stock,
in making a show of their
to
rivals
business
miscellaneous
amount
of
'ln?'the
fin
on
the French legions
!ts feet
the Chautauqua
sanguinary
a
or
man
A
may
wealth.
woman,
board."
come
before
the
ancially and send it on its way free battle of Borodino, the right which
Office with the San
Judge Cooley Is prevented from at have been the guest of royalty and
Mig0,l National Bank
from burden and in a position to do greatly weakened the strength of the
difat
entertained
have
of
royalty
H.
illness.
E.
may
Bickley
disasby
to
tending
led
and
invaders
the
later
most
the
good,
a
in
Win. G. Uaydon
trous retreat of Napoleon from Mos- Raton, arrived on the limited this ferent times and yet be Boeotian
President
on
reflnlement.
was
and
taste
and
.Jaffa
Nathan
morning,
100
cow.
The
battle
years
wasjfought
,11. W. Kelly
If you knew of the real value of
Roswell.
Vice
earlier
from
the
ground
of
President
Chamberlain's Liniment for lame ago today near the little village
D. T. Hoskins
J.
The doctors of Yonkers are greatly
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains Borodino, not a great distance to the The other member present is Dr.
Treasurer
and rheumatic pains, you would never west of Moscow, where an elaborate A. Reldy of Albuquerque, secretary. Interested in the case of a patient
wish to be without it. For sale by
Interest
in St Joseph's hospital in that town,
program of festivities was carried
on Deposis
all dealers.
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optic who refuses to die although more than
out today In celebration of the cen1
two months ago the learned disciples 3MA
office.
tennial anniversary.
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IN STATE OF

New York, September 7. There Is tin foundation is
among the handone thing clearly noticeable In the somest ot the hew stuffs and a dark
latest among the imported new mod- or neutral tone velvet very closely
PECOS VALLEY IS SUFFERING RESULT OF MONDAY'S ELECTION
els shown la the fashionable
shops. covering the surface often affords an
FROM EXCESSIVE USE
EXPECTED TO BE NATION,
French skirt draperies show a decid- excuse for very audacious and vivid
OF WATER.
AL FORECAST.
ed tendency toward unevennees at the color schemes in that
slightly visible
foot, being caught up here or there foundation.
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 7The necesPortland, Me., Sept. 7. A large
to show the foot and ankle, and some- Broche 'and brocade effects are inof draining land in this
(juestion mark symbolizes the politiumeg even more; and the narrow sistently urged upon the public, as sity
desert region of New Mexico is be- cal situation in Maine at the cIobb
wanting skirts have In many cases they have been for several years past,
coming apparent, ana most farmers of the state campaign today. Both
teen slit up at sides or front or back and most
thinks are shown are
waking up to the ract that the democrats and republicans are preto allow freedom of movement, the in them, five or six soft colors or
two edges perhaps falling quite to- shades being beautifully blended In use of too much water on their land dicting victory at the polls on Monis causing it to become soggy and day, when the voters will name, their
gether when the wearer is not In some of them and the whole shot
This is the cause of the choice for a United States senator
swampy.
motion, but part to give a glipmse with gold or silver or some one color.
of many fruit trees and Is un- - and elect a governor, representatives
death
ot silk clad ankles in walking. It is Broche crepes all In one tone were
oth- - in congress, both branches of the
not probable, however, that these ef- taken up last season and will undoubt nealthy tor the growtn of many
er crops. The 'texture of the soil of legislature and county officials.
fects win gain much favor in this edly be pushed more
energetically this region does not permit the exThe spilt In the republican ranks
country.
this year.
cess water to sink far enough into and the substitution of national IsNew materials multiply and indiParticularly lovely things of this the ground to get away from the veg- sues for the local problems around
cate a coming season of great rich- class are shown in the grays, and a
etation after it has had sufficient which the state elections heretofore
ness in dress. The new" velvets are wonderful frock just imported for an
The only solution of this have almost Invariably revolved, have
moisture.
extremely lovely in texture, design actress who figures In a premiere problem is dralinage, according! to helped to complicate the situation
and color, and even the velveteens neit month is of silvery gray broche
Sidney W. Cooper, government drain- and make guesswork of all predic
and corduroys are unusually beauti- charmeuse trimmed In. chinchilla and
age engineer of the department of tions as to the outcome.
ful in texture and color. The velours relieved by a girdle of purplish violet
'
was
,
until two years ago Maine
agriculture.
de lalne exploited
somewhat
last held in front by a bold ornament of
and
Mr. Cooper has been working in considered solidly
republican,
winter comes back with new beauty heavy tarnished silver embroidery.
the valley for two and a half years the change in sentiment was noted
and wtfth the endorsement of tie
Handsome flowered silks, the de- - stndvltiE- the condition of the land in by the increase or decrease of the
greatest French dressmakers behind signs in great sprays or bunches ofjthe arteslan beit and has
assigned size of her majorities. Two years
n.4nn. 11
f
it. The material will undoubtedly be flnnrna 1mn.r.4
iu BuimcB,
the cause Qf much mferlor vegeta-ar- ago the democrats carried the state,
used a great deal, especially in coats
made In beautiful old colorings,
0on and tne deatn of many trult electing the governor, two represen
and in combination with lighter, more perfectly harmonized half faded tones trees.
t0 excesaive moisture. To Mr.! tatives in congress, both branches
'
that remind one of certain old bro,Cooper l8
supple material.
largely due the credit for of the legislature, and a large majorTlj silk plushes, too, with which cades seen m museum collections, on the passage
by the New Mexico leg- ity of the county officers. s
fashion, covrieted last winter, are styL a ground of yellowed white that car- islature last summer of the drainage
The democrats are now in power,
ish, though they are hard to handle ries out the illusion of age. And in law, which provides tnat any district and have the machinery of govern
without clumsiness.
They are sur- contrast are the most minute of trim or community can, upon the etition ment at their command. They realize
prisingly soft and supple, but their little flowerets thick set on a plain of the majority of land owners, own- - that, should they be tuined down by
pile is very rich and deep and neces surface and combining many odd old ing
d
of the land in the dis- the voters as incompetent and unsat
sarily thick. These silk plushes have tones.
trict organize and condemn the isfactory, it would likely be years be
a beautiful lustre and are offered in
As for brocades into which gold and
right of way for a drainage canal. fore they could return to power. This
silver
exquisite colorings.
enter, they are gorgeous This drainage district is organized i9 not all they are fighting for, how
Corded velvets must also be men- achievements whether In chiffon or under the same order as a municipal ever, for in November comes the na
tioned among the handsome materials silk or velvet. Sheer crepes with corporation. The courts decide the tional i elebtion, and' the democratic
and all sorts of corded weaves in silk' cringly. surfaces and with border de- value of the condemned land, and it party in Maine feels certain that the
promise to be poular. Especially love signs in gold that look as if stencilled can be paid for in cash or by bond is- winning of the state next Monday
ly are certain chameleon silks of po- on, though the gold threads are real- sue. The work can be carried on for will, without doubt, mean that they
plin weave with a moire finish. Such ly woven in, are particularly effective five years without payment, but af- - will land the six electoral votes of
color schemes, as are to be found in in the deep yet warm blues, Mack, ter that annual payments are requir- the Pine Tree state for Wilson in
these new silks will delight the ar white and some shades of violet and ed until paid for, which must be with- November.
e
Oh the other hand, the republicans,
tistic eye. The changeable
purple.
in fifteen years.
at their loss of power, are
chagrined
Cluster pleats,
side pleats, box
colorings are beautiful, but the four
Mr. Cooper went to Dexter and
tones of the chameleon weaves afford pleats and kick pleats are all noticed (Hagerman yesterday, where he is anxious once more to occupy positions in the seats of the mighty.
a broader ycope for the designer and in the display of skirts for fall wear,
organizing drainage districts. The
the watered moire light and shadow in all of these pleated skirts the Dexter district extends eight miles New complications have entered Into
shimmering over the surface adds an straight effect Is carried out. Women" north and south and five miles east this campaign, too, and most of them
indefinable subv'ety to the shifting will no longer tolerate the extreme-- arid west; and Hagerman is prepar- are adverse to the republican cause.
The election of a democratic govwlors. . A piece of suoh silk, when lyq narrow ekirt of a year ago, which ing to organize a district seven miles
of green did not permit of any freedom of mo- east and west. This organization Is ernor and legislature resulted in the
ravelled, shows threads
brown, a bright copper or tangerine tion. The modified
narrow skirt, being done by petition, whlc will be prohibitory ilaw being resubmitted
and a dull Mue, but taken together measuring from about two to two and presented to the court for decision. to the people, and it was reaffirmed
a year ago by a small majority. This
these separate threads produced
a
yards, has been found so It will require about ninety days be- showed
'
conclusively that the prohi
surface altogether exquisite, with the graceful, becoming and practicable fore the court can decide and actual
bition
sentiment
throughout the
mossy green dominating and shot that there Is every likelihood that it work be begun.
which
been a great
has
state,
always
:if
the will remain in style for some time to
The water which is drained from asset of
through with wavering gleams
has mater
the'
republicans,
irrifor
other tints.
be
come.
can
used
again
the land
weakened.
The
ially
liquor
question
e
In the changeable
silks the
To take the place of the straight gation by digging pits in the canal
has been largely eliminated as an is"ft
land.
over
Is
summer
the
of
the
taffeta
giving ay back, a flap down the center back or and pumping it out.
sue in the present campaign, al.to other weaves, though it is said that a panel is seen on many of the new Whether this will be done is not cer
the democrats promise if re
though
water
hnld
will
over
of
conthe
for certain purposes it
probably
skirts. The majority of skirts
tain, but much
to
turned
power to give the voters
into the winter. The Haiti sores, tinue td be1 mounted on an inside belt, mill be emptied into the Pecos river. an
to pass upon a conopportunity
dozen
a
half
within
One case cited
which are finely corded changeable varying from one to two! and two and
which will
stitutional
amendment
silks closely resembling the long fa one-haInches. Some are made with miles of Roswell where from 6,000
local option to the cities and
give
con
a
is
there
miliar grog de Londres in weave, are belts, but they are sewed on the out- feet of drainage tile
large towns.
promised a decide vogue. .One tone side of the skirt and can be removed stant flow of eight inches ot water,
The republicans have endeavored
artesian
ot
some
the
velvet, embossed on a changeable sa when desired. A few taffeta, char- - much more than
to
keep local issues to the fore in the
as
meuse and velvet pkirts are made with wells. This, the owner claims, Is
while the democrats have
campaign,
and
it
well,
pleats or a slightly draped effect, good as an artesian
paid most attention to the tariff and
used again for irrigation.
which is rather1 attractive.
other national questions. Governor
In the entire valley, Mr. Cooper Marshall
Several pannier irobes have come
of Indiana, Speaker Clark
over from Paris for exploitation dur- says the worst conditions are in the and a host of other noted democratic
or
Roswell,
south and east
ing the early fall days, and there is districts
leaders who have stumped the state
prono doubt whatever that the idea will where irrigation has been in
the past ten days have confined their
become popular in this country. The gress the longest. Unless drainage remarks solely to national issues.
few years, he
robe Is a handsome tunic ia begun within a very
Opinion differs as to the effect
useFreed From Shooting Pains, pannier
will
be
land
practically
the
oidln-arsays,
which may toe dropped over an
that
the advent of the progressive
s
a less. As it is, Mr. Cooper says,
will have on the result of the
Spinal Weakness, Dizziness,
evening gown, effecting in
party
of the land under cultivation election.
E.
The progressives have not
a
Pinkham'a
complete
metamorphosis
twinkling
Lydia
by
in need
a state ticket In the field and
of said gown and rendering it suit in the Pecos valley is badly
put
Vegetable Compound.
able for, other wear. The tunic comes of drainage.
Mr. Cooper expects to return to
all ready to slip over the gown and
In about two. weeks and will
Roswell
Ottumwa, Iowa. "For years I was the
pattern includes sleeves and is fin
almost a constant sufferar from female
at that time ask that a meeting of
trouble in all its ished off round the neck. But very those Interested be called at the Rosdreadful forms; little alteration and adjusting is need- well Commercial club with a view to
shooting pains all ed to make one of these beautiful
over my body, sick robee fit any average figure and the organizing the- district immediately
that
headache, spinal finished effect is wonderfully rich. south and east of this city. At
Health is the foundation of all good
weakness, dizziness,
time, S. H. McCrory, head ot the
looks. The wise woman realizes this
Silk ball fringes and beaded fringes
--5-1
and
of
the
division
department
depression,
drainage
everything that wasl are seem in the simplest ana most of agriculture is expected here and and takes precautions to preserve her
health and
the pehorrid. I tried many elaborate effects, prlclpally in' medium
the meeting and prob riod of childstrength through
She remains a
doctors in different and narrow widths. In the colored he will attend
bearing.
on subjects of much
parts of the United beaded effects opalescent, black and! ably will talk
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
interest and value to the land own- possible the suffering and dangers of
States, but Lydia E.
faare
amber
black
and
and
white,
Pinkham's Vegeta
ers and farmers.
such occasions. This every woman
ble Compound has done more for me than vorites.
may do through the use of Mother's
Among chiffon floral . trimmings
all the doctors. I feel it my duty to tell
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
you these facts. My heart is full of there are rose effects with dainty mein use, and accomplished so much
BEGIN
MANEUVERS
FRENCH
E.
Pinkharn's Vege- tal touces and handsome rose orna
gratitude to Lydia
that it is in no sense an experiParis, Sept. 7. One hundred thou- good,
table Compound for my health."- - Mrs. ments in cluster effects'.
which always
but a
ment,
sand soldiers, forming the greatest produces thepreparation
Harriet E, Wampler, 624 S. Ransom
It is for
best
results.
or
combined
with
Jet,
pearl
Crystal,
Street, Ottumwa, Iowa.
body of French troops ever assem- external application and so penetrating
in
novelties
and
galallth
rhlnestone,
bled In time of peace, are participat- in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
Consider Well This Advice.
will be fashionable
No woman suffering from any form large odd shapes
ing in the grand maneuvers which every muscle, nerve and tendon inof female troubles should lose hope un- trimmings for afternoon and evening be&an today in the valley of the volved during the period before baby
til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's costumes. Small trimming
The troops are comes. It aids nature by expanding
Loire, near Tours.
the skin and tissues, relieves tendered buttons in Ivory, amber and the divided into opposing
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
armies, one ness and
insoreness, and perfectly preThis famous remedy, the medicinal
effects in galallth are
white
black
and
and
an
force,
invading
derived from
representing
pares the system for natural and sate
gredients of which are has for
and
handsome
popular.
dethe other forming the army of
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
nearly
native roots and herbs,
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
to be a most valua- fence. One of the most interesting used and endorsed by thousands of
forty years proved
features of the maneuvers will be mothers, and its use will prove a comble tonic and mvigorpior oi vuo
benefit
Women everywhere
organism.
the work of the new auxiliary of avi- fort and
Running up and down stairs, sweepbear willing testimony to the wonderful
score of neeadnVTucah 'I
and bending over making beds ation, consisting of several
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta ing
or aeroplanes and dirigible balloons, the
not
woman
a
make
will
healthy,
ble Compound.
to be used for scouting
advice write to beautiful. She must get out of doors
If yen want special
rinkhani Jttediclue Co. (confl-,dt- t) walk a mile or two every day and purposes and the balloons for trans- drug stores. Write for free book foi
take Chamberlain's Tablets to imexpectant mothers, which contains
Lynn, Mass. Your letter
a prove her digestion and regulate her mitting instructions and orders by much valuable information.
I e opened, read and answered by
confidence.
wireless.
bowels. For sale by all dealers.
EJADFiaO REGULATOR CO,, AthoU, C.
woman and held ia strict

loivA
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.Mousse CleaLole
Start in by discarding your party lino service,
have it replaced with individual.
Life io to short to wait for some' one else to
finish a conversation' before being able to call
your
:

party.
Don't have your peace disturbed by hearing the
ring of another telephone. You may also have a
desk telephone on this class of service.
Call the office and have the manager call on
you
and explain our rates and service.
THE MOUNTAIN

STATES TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH

COMPANY
this has led the old party to believe
as a whole will
support the regular republican nominees.
The republican candidate for governor is William T. Haines of Water-vllla former attorney general of
Maine.
He Is opposed by Governor
Frederick W. Plaisted, democrat
The contest for United States senator is between Edwin C, Burleigh,
who, was a .representative in congress for many years, and the present democratic senator, Obadlah
Gardner, who was named last spring
to succeed William P. Frye.
Maine (will also ielect four eon
gressmen. In the First district, Tom
Reed's old district, Asher C. Hinds,
republican, Is opposed to Michael T.
O'Brien, a Portland lawyer. In the
Second, the district which was represented by Frye, Dingley and Little-fielthe republican candidate is
William B. Skelton of Lewiston, a
former state bank examiner and one
of the shrewdest politicians In the
district He hopes to defeat Congressman ;Daniel J. McGilllcuddy,

that the progressives

e,

the demoncratic incumbent In the
Th'rd district Congressman Samuel
W. Gould, domocrat, Is
opposed by
Forest Goodwin, a lawyer and former president of the state senate. In
the Fourth district the contest , lies
between John A. Madigan and Frank
E. Guernsey, republican who is now
oldest in point of service of the four
Maine congressmen.
'

Buffalo and Niagara Falls, and from
there back to New York, after In-

specting the works of the Bethlehem
Steel company on the way.

DEBS TO SPEAK IN NEW YORK.
New York,
Sept 7. Madisoa
Square Garden Is to be the scene
Monday night of what is Intended to
be the greatest campaign demonstration in the history of the socialist
INSPECT INDUSTRIAL PLANTS,
party in the United States. NumerNew York, Sept 7. Th congress ous Tnl!Hn1 OnA 1aW Hrut,. n 11...
of the International Association for
metropolis will attend the meeting
Testing Materials, which has been in en masse. Eugene V. Debs, the sosession bere all week, concluded Its cialist
candidate for president, and
business today. Tomorrow the for Emil Seldel, the candidate
for vice
eign delegates, accompanied by some president, will
be the principal
of the American members, will travSpeakers.
el by Bpeclal train to Washington,
where they will inspect the government testing laboratories. The same A really effective kidney and blad
train will take the members to Pitts- der medicine must first stop the
ress of
burgh, where they will witness dem- conditionsthe disease and then cure the
that causa
Use Foley
onstrations at the experiment statioi Kidney Pills for all
kidney and blad
of the bureau of mines, and will visit der troubles and urinary iregulartties.
the coal mines, the steel and cement They are safe and reliable. They
and permanently. In
mills and the electro-technicfac- help quickly
O. G. Schaefer
the
package.
tories. The members will then go toj and yellow
Red Cross Drug Co,

it
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WHY''IT PAYS T& BUY
ADVERTIS

9HotncfcV

p

'Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
.
.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if. he fails to make
.
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

A'tways Pays to Buy Advortlsod Goods
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great to be seriously Imperiled If the
republicans stand, as staunchly to
V.
AlilOl I
their guns as they did last Tuesday.
ESTABLISHED 1879
"As goes Vermont so goes the UnI'JV
ion" will be 'accepted by republicans
Publlsed By
throughout the country as an enTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
couraging prophecy of the result two
(Incorporated)
months hence. If the republicans can
snow the progressives under in all
states by the game ratio of votes
the
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR
as in Vermont the president will wU
a victory of the most substantial and
Let's have a few
unequivocal kind.
"Chickens" Give Dance
more Vermonts.
for the Fortnightly Club.
o
The members of the Spring ChickEntered at the postoffice at East
en crowd, sometimes known as the
Las Vegas, New Mexico, lor transmis
Twilight Clippers, were hosts to the.
HAYDON
sion through the United States malls
members of the Fortnightly club at
as second class matter.
a dance given last Monday evening
in the Armory hall. Twenty-fiv- e
couTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
at the affair,
ples were present
which was one of the jolliest bailes
Dally, by Carrier: r
of the year. The members of the
Per Copy
...$ .05
COLLEGE
15
One Week .
Spring Chicken club and their ladles
65
who were present were as follows:
One Month
T.EO
Miss Marie Mann, Miss Alice Coors,
One Year
MIGUEL Miss Edith Schoeney,
OF SAN
Miss Gladys
DEMOCRATS
Dally by Mall
TO
COUNTY EXPECTED
Carroon, Miss Clara Robbins, Miss
One Year
...$6.00
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I
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The first meeting of the Ladies
Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church following the summer recess will be held Tuesday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. H. S. Van
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3.00

Months
WEEKLY

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER '
2.W

One Year
Six Months

"'LOO

(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip-

tions)
Eemit by draft, check or moaey
order. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free oh appllcar
'
tlon.
ALL

PAPKRS

DISCONTINUED

THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR

AT

HONOR LOCAL

MAN.

the democratic county
Though
convention had not
completed its
work at a late hour this afternoon, it
was stated by many of the delegates
that the democracy of this county
would endorse William G. Haydon of
East Last Vegas for one of the three
presidential electors to be nominated
by the state convention in Albuquerque next week. The convention en
dorsed Congressman H. B. Fergus
son for renomination.
The convention
began its after
noon session at 2 o'clock. The following officers were elected: Judge
E. V. Long, chairman; Juan Andres
iMontoya, first vice president;: M.
Cellers, second vice president; F. J.
Wesner, secretary; Man,uel R. Arml- -

Advertisers are guaranteed the
jo, assistant secretary.
largest daily and weekly circulation
The convention was attended by
ol any newspaper in northern New
75 delegates, he majority of
perhaps
Mexico.
whom reside near Las Vegas, al'
though it was stated every precinct
is
The
was
gathering
represented.
TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 2 for the purpose of electing delegates
Main 9 to the state convention.
Ntfwg DEPARTMENT
The convention was called to order
10 o'clock by Elmer E. Veeder,
at
SEPTEMBER
1912.
7,
SATURDAY,
chairman of the county central committee. Tomas Gonzales was chosen
Till: VERMONT KETUBNS as temporary chairman and 'John L.
Zimmerman as temporary secretary.
If the rest of the republican states Manuel R. Armijo was elected assist
do as well as or no worse than
ant secretary while Charles Tamme
Vermont, President Taft will be tri arid Eleuterlo Baca were chosen as
The returns temporary vice, presidents. Susano
umphantly
from the maple sugar state prove Ortiz and B. Montano were chosen to
just what haa been contended all act as Interpreters.
"'along 'by Hho regular republicansThe following committees were ap
that the progressives are a poor pointed:
i
' ? i'
third in the presidential race and Rules and permanent organization
that their only potential menace to Emilio Gonzales, Tomas Ortiz, Anselis not in any mo Bowles, George II. Hunker and
republican success
prospect of Roosevelt's election but Cresenciano Olguin,
in aiding Wilson by cutting down
Credentials Dr. W. M. Sparks, An
the republican vote.
tonio Montoya, Juan Ortega, Francisco
But even under these conditions Flores and Faustin Silva,
"Vermont, the alleged "barometer" of '' Resolutions Judge E. V. Long, El
the presidential campaign, gave the mer E. Veeder, Juan Encinias, Cruz
republicans 42 per cent of the total Lucero and Bias Ortega.
vote, the democrats 32 per cent and
Following the appointment of the
the progressives 25 per cent. That committees the convention adjourned
is to say, the Tatt republicans out until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
numbered the Roosevelt followers al
most 2 to 1. The regular republican
Tote was 1C8 per cent of the Roosevelt vote, and republicans could ask "OLD BOYS" GATHERING
no better ratio throughput the coun
try under all the circumstances and
REUNION
according to the comforting philos
ophy that a win is a win, whether
GRAND ARMY MEN ARE FILLING
the margin Is wide or narrow.
LOS ANGELES TO THE
That the progressive cause operBRIM
ates to help the democrats more
than it Injures the republicans is
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 7. Civil
proved by the Vermont figures, which
war
veterans arrived today from all
show considerable democratic gains.
of the country to attend the anvote
parts
the
republican
Nobody expected
nual
grand encampment of the Grand
to be even approximately normal. It
must be conceded by all that the Army of the Republic, which will be
progressive vote came almost exclu- held here next week. '
Commander-in-Chie- f
M,
Harvey
sively from tho republicans, since
the democrats made good gains. The Trimble and his staff were .expected
republican and progressive votes ag today and elaborate preparations were
s
of the whole, and made to receive them. The delega
gregated
s
the regular re- tion from Denver also was expected
of these
puhlicaas polled 68 per cent. That today. Their coming aroused consid19 about the ratio maintained in the erable interest, as Denver is leading
"primary states," where in a spirited race for the 1913 encamp
no single instance was a majority of ment The Colorado veterans are
the normal republican vote cast for bringing with them the most famous
Roosevelt.
Majorities of the 'votes of all G. A. R. musical organizations,
cast were secured for him in several the Cook fife and drum corps, of 80
states, but they were majorities, of members.
a vote that in no case exceeded very
normal rePRESIDENT IMPROVING.
largely 50 per cent of the
Roosevelt vote
The
vote.
Mass., Sept. 7. President
Beverly,
publican
is primarily aggressive, because it is and Mrs. Taft landed from the MayIt is actuated largely by flower today. Chairman Hllles and
emotional.
farther out of Treasurer George R. Sheldon of the
passion, which will go
its way at a primary or even regular republican national committee pnd a
election to gratify Its grudges xnan party! of Mrs. Taft's friends accompanied them. The party was drivwill, thoughtful conservatism.
The presiBut at the regular election a dif en to the Taft cottage.
ferent story will be tola, a story fore, dent's lame ankle seemed better and
The state he entered his automobile with
shadowed by Vermont.
election may or may not be accepted greater ease. He apparently suffered
as an accurate indication of what little pain. He hopes to be able to
will happen in November. Republi resume playing golf next week.
The president continued his politcans would do well to believe that
even though national lines were ical conferences. In addition to Mr.
as
sharply drawn In the state election, Hllles and Mr. Sheldon be had
more close- his guests at luncheon
even
Charles
be
drawn
will
they
ly In November. But the margin in Brooker of Connecticut and Charles
favor of the president is still far too V. Clark of Hartford. ,
,
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two-third-

two-third-
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Lucy Clement, Miss Marie Clement,
Miss Sadie Tooker,
Miss
Reglna
Stern, Miss Mabel Laird, Miss Eunice Kahle of El Paso, Miss Ruth
Winters, Miss Carrie Greenberger,
Mrs. T. E. Webb of Pasadena, Jay
Stern, Frank Ettinger, Don Schoeney, Paul Schoeney, Sam Greenberger,
Morton
Walter Randolph,
Stern,
Lawrence McKeever,
Dorset Tole-maClare Koogler, Wayland Koog-- '
ler, Harry Lorenzen, Emile Clement
and Nelson Robbins
The members
of the Fortnightly club who enjoyed
the hospitality of the younger set
were: Miss Mary Tipton, Miss Mary
Miss
Helen
Coors',
Cunningham,
Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Gladys
Anne
Gibson, Miss
George, Miss
Louise Beck of Goshen, Ind., Miss
Lorna
William
Johnson,
Tipton,
Lawrence Tamme, Wilson Mills, or-rin Blood, Cy. goucher, Herbert Geh- ring, Jack Gibson, Donald Hart, Colbert Root, John Rudulph and Mr. and
Mrs R. F. Johnson.
The dance was
chaperoned by Mrs. C. L. M, Baily.
Modern Woodmen
and Royal Neighbors.
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. C
H. Stewart the Royal Neighbors, together with the Modern Woodmen
and a number of friends, met last

evening for their monthly social
The attendance was nearly
meeting.
70 and the young folk had a partic
ularly, enjoyable time, holding an ov
erflow meeting on the lawn and par
ticipating in Various games. For vhe
older folks more sedate games were
enjoyed in the house. One of these,
where each one was given a slip of
iper and the name of an animal
board, the others guessing the name
of the creature it represented, was a
great mirth producer.
Owing to so much entertainment
being provided the winner was not
announced but one was surprised to
see so many excellent representations of the animals named.
This
made the guessing
unfortunately
easy. Other games of the same nature were all greatly enjoyed. Lanterns were used to decorate the
of the house with a pleasing
effect. The interior decorations were
just as pleasing. Mr. and Mrs. Stew-

art issued the invitation and kindly
threw their house open. Excellent
refreshments were Berved and afterwards regrets were expressed at-tdeparture of one of the members
from Las Vegas. This is the third of
these socials and a large and appreciative attendance has marked each
one and the Royal Neighbors hope to
make these one of the features of
the winter in Las Vegas.
1 4 4
Watermelon Feast at
the Greenberger Home."
Miss
Carolyn
Greenberger and
Samuel Greenberger, .daughter hnd
son of Mr. and Mrs. M. Greenberger,
entertained a number of friends
Tuesday evening at a watermelon
feast at their home on Fifth street.
The affair was a jolly one. The
greater part of the evening was
spent in a game of
after which the guests sat down to a
delicious watermelon spread. Those
present were Miss Marie Clement,
Marie
Miss
Miss Lucy Clement,
Mann, Miss Opal Jones, Miss Audrey
,

Mrs. Hoffman and
Mrs, Danzlger Entertain.
Mrs. Simon Hoffman and Mrs. B.
Danzlger were hostesses yesterday
afternoon at their home at a delightful card party given complimentary
to Mrs. Nestor Hoffman of Mayers-ville- ,
Mass., who Is visiting in Las
Vegas, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Hoffman.
Six handed euchre
Morrison winMrs. George
ning the first prize and Mrs. Charles
Rosenthal the second prize. Mrs. H.
N. Graubarth was awarded the consolation prize.
The guests were
Mrs. A. M. Adler, Mrs.' Isaac Appel,
Mrs. Bernard Appel, Mrs. Maurice
Bendix, Mrs. Charles Danzlger, Mrs.
Maurice Danziger, Mrs. M. Cellers,
Mrs. Jake Graaf, Mrs. H. N. GrauMrs.
barth, Mrs. M, Greenberger,
Ludwig W. Ilfeld Mrs. Charles Kohn,
Mrs. H. Levy, Mrs. Bertha Moore,
Mrsi Slg
Mrs George
Morrison,
Nahm, Mrs. Will Rosenthal, Mrs.
Dan Stern, Mrs. E. R. Russell, Mrs.
H. Reuther, Mrs. Charles Rosenthal,
Mrs. Cecllio Rosenwald, Mrs. David
Rosenwald, Mrs. Gilbert Rosenwald,
Mrs. Jake Stern, Mrs. Jake Bloch of
Kansas City, Mrs. Louis Stern, Mrs.
Samuel Peiper, Mrs. Shnon Bacha-racMrs. I. L. Bacharach, Miss Minnie Cellers, Miss Clara Goldsmith,
Miss Gertrude Kobn, Miss Adeilson
of Chicago, Miss Pauline Levy and
Miss Lucy Rosenthal.
Mr. and Mrs. Greenclay
Celebrate Anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. pharles

Greenclay

celebrated their fifteenth
wedding
anniversary Sunday night with a
dance in the O. R, C. hall. A large
number of their friends were invited
to the affair which was one of the
most enjoyable dances of the sum
mer, The guests were Mr. and Mrs.
David Rosenwald, Mr. and Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald,.. Mr, and Mrs. Gil
Mr. and Mrs
bert Rosenwald,
Charles
Rosenthal, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
William Rosenthal,
'
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EE! This fins Dinner
st for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

'

AND
$3.90
CASH

HMQULA

We

The world is full of failures
whose lives are made up of "lfs."
"If I only had a chance." "If I Just
had gained a good, technical business
education in my y6unger days.
Don't let "if" make a failure or
YOUR life. Don't let "if" stand between you and success. Cut it out
of your life once and forever, AND
DO IT NOW.
The sooner you begin a business
course, the sooner you will be able
to enter the business world and

vWuu!

!

RETAIL VALUB, StJ.OO
of thj. b.ulfnl

eru

tue manufacturer and qureive.
There Is a coupon la evr

JJfJi"

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Goo- d'
Flour that makes Baking
MAN-MILL-

Swiff o S
we will

GEH

a Dcl;;..l

ALL GROCERS
Like it.
Trv a Sack You'll

start your career.

If you keep on hesitating defer
the word "If
until tomorrow-fallo- w
to come between you and your, purpose, you throttle a worthy ambition
and thwart a lofty aim.
Every one succeeds in proportion as he deserves. Every man by
his own act stamps his value-o-n himself. Today in the present, active,
aggressive NOW you lay the foundation for your iuture.
Delays are followed by regret"
Regrets are the echoes of lost opporSeek
tunities.
your opportmhlfiy
NOW.
COLBUSINESS
ALBUQUERQUE
:
LEGE.
"The Special School by Specialists,"
Albuquerque, N. M.
Catalog on request.

southern steers $4.25G.50; southern
cows and heifers 3.255.25; native
cows and heifers $3.258.50; stock-er- s
and feeders ,.$4.50 7.25; bulls
$4.005.25; calves' $5.009.O0; west
ern steers $5.50 9.00; western cows
$3.255.50. .
Hogs, receipts 500; market 5 to 10
cents higher. Bulk of sales $8.45
8.75; heavy $8.308.50; packers and
butchers $8.458.60;
light $8.50
8.85; pigs $6.007.00.
Sheep, ' receipts none. , Market
steady. Muttons $3.754.50; lambs
$6.257.10; range wethers and yearlings $4.005.50; range ewes $2.50
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EXCURSION
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HATES
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CAUFon::m Aim t:oiiTmv&.r
Los Angeles
San Diego
C
i
i
J;
oan
i raiiusto ana return aireu
Seattle, Tacoma & other points
W?

SGO,Q0

Tickets on sale August 29,
September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Stop overs allowed hi either uirection. For further information
call on or write.
30,-31-

f.

f
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Sept. 7. Cattle, re
ceipts 500, Including 200 southerns.
Market steady. Native $6.5010.50;

,
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BATCHELOR,

90-6-
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to a shade higher
and continued

at

324

to
to ;V,t't
Despite heary selling proisions
with hoga. First sales 'anged
from last night's level to 7 up vitli
January pork $19.07; lard $10.75;
and ribs $10.20.
The closing quotations for the day
'
were:
of Wbeat, September 90; December

CHICAGO
BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Sept. 7. Weekend covering by snorts today rallied the wheat
market The opening was unchanged
to
cents higher. December sarted
and
touched
at '80 to
The close was
then rose to
V4 lower at 9'.'.
weak
Need of rain In Kansas and else-

where strengthened the prices
corn. December opened un ihanged to
up at 54 to 5414 and mounted to
54. The close however, was firm
M cents up at 54.
Oats advanced on accojut of signs
Clean cotton rags. Optic of a falling ot .n the count?.' movements. December started unchanged

Mr. and Mrs.
Charles
Danziger,
Maurice Danziger, Mr. and Mrs. I. L. 4.25.
Bacharach, Mr. and Mrs. Simon BachWANTED
arach, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bendix,
Mr. and. Mrs. Jacob Stern, Mr. and office.
Mrs. Dan Stern, Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Russell, Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. M. Greenberger, Mr.
and Mrs. H, M. Graubarth, Mr. and
Mrs. Ludwig W. Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. David WInter
nitz, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reuther, Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Graaf, Mrs. Hirschhorn of Kansas City, Mrs. T. Block i
of Kansas City, Mrs. Bertha Moore, i
Mrs. Slg Nahm, Mrs. Nat Wiel of
Ocate, Mrs. Charles Kohn, Miss Minnie Kohn, Miss Helen Goldsmith,
Louise C. IlMiss Pauline Levy,
feld, J. A. Talchert, Joe Danziger,
W. Morants, Julius Krause, Sol Rosenthal, Adoplh Strauss, Miss Lucy
Rosenthal, Miss
Lucy Myers and
Miss Leona Greenclay.

FT)

90.

Z2

'

Corn,

73;

September

54.
Oats,

32&.

September 31r,s:

December

December

Pork, September $17.10.
Ijard, September $11.17.
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EXTRA GOOD VALUES TO BE HAD

Mr. and Mrs. Schirmer
Give a Euchre Party.
Mr. and Mrs. C. II. Schirmer entertained on Monday evening at their
home on Washington avenue aC
was
cards.
Six handed euchre
played, Mrs. J. H, York winning the
ladies' prize and Colonel M. M. Pad
gett carying off the gentlemen's tro
phy. A delicious light, lunch was
served at the conclusion of the evenThe invited guests were Mr.
ing
and Mrs. Earl Breese, Mr. and Mrs.
C. D. Boucher, Mr. and Mrs. F. O.
Blood, Mr. and Mrs. George Fleming,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Fugate and son, WilM'u- gate, Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Goeiitz,
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Earickson, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. W.
J. Lucas, Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Losey,
Colonel M. M. Padgett, Miss Mary
Daum, Miss LouiBe Daum, Mr. and
Mrs. John H. York and Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Prentiss.
V V 4
William Lord, son of Dr. F. R.
Lord, left this afternoon for Roswell
where be will attend school at the
New Mexico Military Institute dur

Miss Rose Kellogg of
Miss Chella, Van Petten, Miss
Eunice Kahle of El Paso, Miss Mary
McMahon of Clovis, Miss Reglna
Stern, Miss Frances Myers, Miss
Phebe Hart, Miss Sadie Tooker, Miss
Mabel Laird, Miss Edna WInternitz,
Miss MadeMiss Aileen Rosenthal,
line Mills, Miss Alice Coors,' Miss
Clara Robbins, Miss Edith Schoeney,
Dorset Toleman, Jay Stern, Frank Ettinger, Lee Gerard, Paul Schoney,
John Mimms, ing the coming year.
Wayland
Koogler,
V ( W
Morton
Stern,
Lorenzen,
Harry
AlMrs.
E.
entertained a few
H.
Hoke
Frank Winters, Julius Krause,
Nelson
Robbins, friends Thursday afternoon at cards
fred Livingston,
Valter Randolph, Clare Koogler, complimentary to her sister-in-laHerbert Gehrlng, Emile Clement and Miss Ethel Hoke of Hanover, Penn.
There were three tables of euchre.
Lawrence McKeever.
Burns,

I

CUT THE WORD "IF"
OUT OF YOUR LIFE

was-playe-

v.- -

1015

point.

....... .i'S.n

jr

Eighth street.
4
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Davis,
Sr., who have been guests of their
son, S. B. Davis, Jr., the latter part
of the summer, will leave Monday
for their home in Middleton, Conn.
They will stop off in Denver en route
east. Mr, and Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.,
will accompany them as far as that
Petten,

BOOSTED

FOR ELECTORAL

7, 1912.

2.50

S

IIM

$3.0

Warner's Corsets

MONDAY

SWITCHES

KID GLOVES

ALL SHADES

Special For Monday

-

FITTED

6.5o and $7.50 Values

Nos. 301 & 305

ONLY

Black and All Colors
Sizes 5
to 7i
3-- 4

Sizes 18 to 26

Each

Special

,

10 YARDS

6Tiii

AMOSKEAQ APRON

TABLE LINENS

GINOHAH

All Pure Linen, Good Patterns, Worth 75c Yard
Special Price

BEST QUALITY
OUT1NQ FLANNEL
27 Inch For

ttr

(10 Yards Limit)

Fall

10 YARDS

The

store

of Quality"

See The

Footwear
For Women

New

E.LasVecas.

ifcau ifeMi

w

Triiaminis

LA3 VEGA3 DAILY

ilEl'l

QUI

CDDDS

personals

We are proud to say, we
have the most
line of Ladies' and Misses'
Up-to-da-

Dresses, Coats, Skirts
Tailored Suits.
HUGHS

and

Sill

TO

ALL

Call and See Them
See us for anything else

that's

NEW and
We Have It.

IMfiii & GRutertlr
The Popular Price

Store

for the NEW IDEA
PATTERN

Agent

Fi:0H IAIN

10c

104

Nahm and (laughter. Miss
Helen Nahm, returned this afternoon
from a trip in. the east. Mr. Nahm
waa on a purchasing expedition for
the firm of Stem and Nahm. SSg

FATAL. HORSE
Lincoln, Neb., Sept.

DISEASE

7.
State Veterinarian Bostrum, Just returned from a
tour of the state, makes a gloomy re
port in connection with. the ravages
of the horse disease which he diagnoses as an unusual deadly form of
cerebrospinal
meningitis. It exists
in practically all of the southern part
of the state and has claimed some
of the finest heads. Mules are nearly
exempt. No remedy has been discovered.
,

Plague Is Spreading
Topeka, Kan., Sept. 7. The district
in western Kansas infected by a mysterious horse disease has spread from
eight to 26 counties, according to-- reports to the state live stock commissioner today.
TO ADJUST DIFFICULTIES

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Baker left last treasurer.
Wm.' Springer, Perry Onion, E. E.
night for their former home in NewJohnson, Dr. E. L. Hammond, J. J.
relatives
visit
will
where
ark, O.,
they
Laubach, directors.
and friends.
J. P. Van Houten, Shoemaker; A.
from
returned
Romero
has
Cleofeg
G, Adams, Rociada; D. H. Newcomhia ranch at El Cuervo, where he has
N. S. Belden, East
er,
been for some time looking after bus- Las Mishawaka;
Vegas; M. Mc. Schooler, Mineral
iness affairs.
J. M. Abercrombie, Anton Chi-cHerbert B. Fell, Santa Fe train- Hill;
Elzie Stephenson, Cherryvale; L
master In Raton, was In Las Vegas
H. Mosimann, Beulah; General W. D.
yesterday, returning to the Gate Snyman, Los Alamos;
M. A. SanCity last night on train No. 4.
Sostenes
chez,
Sanchez;
Delgado,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Edward Ward, son of
Roman
San
Gallegos,
Ed Ward, left this afternoon for Chaperito;
vice presidents.
district
Jose,
his
resume
Roswell, where he will
The fair last year, though not held
studies at the New Mexico Military
on a large scale, was entirely satisInstitute.
from the standpoint of the
E. R. Noyes, a cattle man of the factory
exhibitors and created no little in"lower country" in the vclnity of the terest on the
part of the citizens.
Bell ranch, returned home today after
A statement of the receipts and exhaving spent several days in Las Ve penditures of the last fair follows
gas on business.
this article, showing that not only
Mrs. Benito Alamd and daughter, were all
bills paid, but the fair closed
Miss Delflna Alarid, are In Las Vegas with a small
balance, wrich still revisiting relatives. Benito Alarid ac mains on hand.
companied them to Las Vegas, but has
The gate receipts, which amount
returned to Santa Fe.
ed to $121.65, reveal the fact that
InGeorge C. McDili of Chicago,
over 1,500 people visited the fair, as
ternational secretary of the Y. M. C. the rates of admission charged mere
A., who has been In Las Vegas for 10 cents for adults and 5 cents for
the past several days, left this af- children. This' is a very good inditernoon for Colorado.
cation of the interest which was takWilliam Daley, formerly a resident en In the event.
of Las Vegas, came in yesterday
A meeting of the officers and difrom his home in Fort Madison, la.. rectors of the last fair will be held
and was in the city today, shaking in the Immediate future to preare
hands with his old friends.
plans for this year's fair and there
George Thompson, who has been ia every reason to believe, that the
employed at the mine of the Topeka officers will receive the active supMica Mining company near Ribera
of the busiport and
for the past year, will leave tomor- ness men in their arrangements for
row night for Topeka. xoung Thomp- this year.
son expects to resume his studies at Statement of Receipts and ExpendWashburn University this fall. ,
itures for 1911.
J. B. Washburn, a rancher and
Receipts
farmer from the Wagon Mound dis Gate receipts
$121.65
trict, was in Laa Vegas today on bus- Advertisements
in
iness. Mr. Washburn states that farm176.60
.

v

something seems to hold you back, the trouble
may be wrong food which does not' supply the elements necessary for keeping up mental and physical
powei
17)

( )

7

I

uW

o

nn
mJ Or tat?
1

FOOD
made of wheat and barley, contains the nutrition Na
ture uses for putting energy into body and brain.

and cream as'the cereal part of your
solve the problem.
rcgui-- r diet for a time, may
Grape-Nut- s

'There s a tceason
Posfum Cereal Co..' Ltd., Battle Creek. Mich.

Dennis, 293; McGuire 310; Dan-zig326; Duncan 380. Lyon's team
Lyon 371; Martin 377: Lujan 366;
O'Malley 398, and Smith 312.
J. Fred Anton has organized a team
and has issued a challenge to the win390;

ner of last night's contest. This challenge has been accepted and the date
Of the tournament has been set for
next Wednesday night. Should Anton's aggregation defeat the Lyon
team, to it will go the privilege of
competing with the Kelly aggregation.
A'nton'a team is composed of the following: E. J. McWenie, Walter Hoke,
F. R. Perry, James Duncan, Jr., and
J. F. Anton.

YOU CAN

GET YOUR

PAFEIt ON SUNDAYS
POSTAL RULING PROVIDING
BATH "LlD' HAS BEEN
MODIFIED.

SAB-

.

....

....

4.00

......134.00
.. 45.00
in bank.....

12.52

$564.41

DIDN'T RAID HOUSES

make things

The Ward team met defeat at the
hands of the Lyon aggregation last
night in the bowling tournament on
the alleys in the Elks' club house, the
latter quintette winning all the games
in the series. The first contest was
won iby a score of 592 to 565; ; the
second game by a score of 664 to 591,
and the third game by a score of 577
to 553. The total score of the Lyon
team in the three games waa 1,833,
or 124 points more than that of the
Ward team. '
With this victory goes the right to
compete with the Kelly team for the
championship of the alleys. The Lyon
team has won two of the three tournaments with Ward's team, having six
games out of nine to their credit and
besting their opponents 123 points in
the nine gameB.
High score last evening waa bowled
by Harry Martin, who rolled 157. High
score in the series, 398, was rolled
'
by Charles O'Maliey. The total scores
of the bowlers in the series last night
were as follows: Ward's team Ward

A second order, which
slightly
modifies the recent postal ruling discontinuing the distribution of mail to
lock boxes on Sunday, has been received here and tomorrow mail dii
rected to newsdealers, hotel guests
and newspaper offices will be workprograms ,
ed in the local, office. To make the
.. 259.40
Subscriptions
execution of this modified order pos1.50
Sale of goods
sible, railroad postal clerks have reCash
from .former
ceived orders to place mail directed
5.36 $564.41
fund ,.
to newsdealers, hotels and newspaper offices, which will arrive at its
,
Expenditures
destination on Sunday, in separate
$ 98.50
Help
sacks. Daily papers, which will reach
Prizes
)..... 108.25 v
the office of addressee on Sunday
'
7.95
.
Drayage .......
also will be dispatched in special
8.75
Feed
sacks. Mail in these sacks will tie
6:00
Stamps
worked, all other mail remaining un
2.80
Supplies ,
touched over Sunday.
Trimmings
This order, though it will not af105.00
Band
the average box holder, will ben
fect
6.30
Lumber
efit the newsdealers and
'

Balance

hotels, mail
ing it possible for transients to get
their mail wthout delay, and will do
away with the delay of papers directed to the news stands. Special delivery letters and packages will be
delivered as usual.
,

TODAY'S BASEBALL
National League
Brooklyn, Sept. 7. First game:

f;F EVIL REPUTAT10

INSPECTOR SAID HE OBEYED THE
Brooklyn
ORDERS OF NEW YORK COMBoston
MISSIONER

.

R.H.E.
.

1

7

3

2

6

1

Batteries: Yingling, Ragon and
Hess and Kling.
ler;
of

ordeal
New York, Sept.
cross examination was ahead of Cor
nelius G. Hayes, deposed police inspector, when he reported at head
f his
quarters for .the second day
trial on charges of making false statements reflecting on Commissioner
Waldo.
Hayes was on the stand when adjournment waB taken yesterday. When
Hayes took the stand the first question was: "What did you conceive
to be your duty towards disorderly
houses when you first went to the
fourth district "
"To proceed against them, get evi
dence and suppress them. That was
my duty until I was ordered by my
superior officer to do otherwise."
Hayes said that vaftor Waldo had
forbidden him to raid disorderly houses where there waa no outside ..evidence of disorder he (Hayes) instructed his men not to enter the houses
to get evidence. He added that he
told Waldo what he had done and
Waldo approved of it.
-An

CCLO.

Mil-

FALLS INTO CANYON;

PILfcORIVtR ON TOP
RIO GRANDE ENGINEER HAS A RE-

MARKABLE ESCAPE FROM
DEATH

Santa Fe, N, M., Sept, 7.- - A special
train with nurses and surgeons is
racing over the Denver and Rio Grande railroad from here in an effort to
get Thomas Roach, 35 years old, an
engineer ,to the company hospital at
engineer, to the company hospital at
which may save his life.
Roach waa engineer on a pile driver repairing a bridge 11 miles north
of here. The heavy crane swung over
a canyon sending the big pile driver
to the bottom. Roach was underneath. His escape Is miraculous. He
is badly crushed.

(By Charles F Eyton)
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept 7. According to all reports little Joe Rivers
is beginning to realize that the primrose path Is not the right trail to take
while trainingl for an important battle.
He certainly has had an object les
son that ought to open his eyes, and
I think it will. Of course tbere have
been dozens of pugiltstis before him
who have tried in vain to beat the
"Wine, Women and Song" thing and
sttll retain their stamina, hut in the
case of the marvelous Mexican there
is still room for hope. He is only
a kid who hadj too much success and

it has turned his head until he thought
he could outrage, all the laws of nature and still defeat anybody in his
class. He found out differently at
Vernon last Monday when the man
whom he looked upon as merely a
stepping stone to a return match with
Wolgast outclassed him so far that
there was no comparison
between

SI.

TAFT WINS NEVADA.
Carson, Nev., Sept. 7. There is no
longer any doubt that the names of
Taft electors will go on the republican ballots this fall. Colonel Maxon,
republican national committeeman
for Nevada, filed the list with the
secretary of state today and received
a receipt.
After the regular republican convention it was found .that the nomination of presidential electors had
A second convenbeen overlooked.
tion was called and electors

ST. PAUL,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

UVi

515.23

$45.33

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.

Tickets on sale daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
sale to many points in East.
NEW

YC;.S,

N. Y., VIA STANDARD LIXES

VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES

$75.33

$72.23

For further information call on or write.
r?

IN.

D. L. BATCHELOR,
-- AGENT-

n

AlLoquerqoa and Return

$3.-DEMOCRATIC

"STATE

Fcrj

3

pj

i

CONVENTION

September 9, i9i2.
Tickets on sale Sept, 6 to 9th inc.

Final return limit Sept, 14th 1912.
i

EPUBUCAN STATE

COIEil

September 12th,

1

1912.

Tickets on sale Sept, 9th tto 12th inc.
Final return limit Sept, 16th, 1912.
D.

L

BATCHELOR. JST.

Jefferson Reynolds President
Ha!!ctt Raynoids Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. O. Raynoids Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

"

cheon.
I hope Jim will be successfulas I
know of no match that I would sooner
see. Burns himself told me that, although he won, Flynn gave him the
licking of his life before succumbing
and, with the improvement that Flynn
has shown lately, coupled with Burns'
strong showing in, his "come back"
match, this contest would he one of
the most attractive that "Uncle Tom"
could get.

$1513

$43.33

LCliiS,

o

SP0KQ3 $13.70

EEKYE8

them.

Whether Rivers, at his best, could
beat the clever Mandot, is a thing of
course, open to argument. Of one
thing I am sure, and that is that the
Mexican can put up a much bett?r
fight than he did on Labor Day.
On Monday he had absolutely nothing. In all my experience with boxers I never saw such, a reversal of
form. After the batle is over we hear
that Rivers believed he had a tapio
ca and was joy riding! the pight be
fore. There are no words strong
enough to express my condemnation
of a man who willfully throws away
the opportunities for" fame and fortun
that only come to one man in ten
thousand and yet Rivers, eaten up by
egotism, pats, himself on .the back the
night before the fight and proudly
says, "I can't be beaten," and then
begins a debauch that cost him prob
ably $50,000, not to mention the mon
ey of his many good friends who
backed him, thinking that he was at
tending faithfully to big training du
'
ties.
Southern California has been proud
of this brown boy, as it had a right to
be, and I am very sorry to have to
condemn him like this, but he has it
coming to him.
Now, having got that out of my sys
tem, I wish to say that I consider Rivers one of the best lightweights In the
world and worthy of another chance
against the best of them. I suppose
Joe will have to fight his way gack
and prove to both the press and publio
that In the future he will attend strictly to business.
I have all the faith in the world in
his ability and, as he is only a boy,
I want to see him get another chance
to redeem himself and I am going to
help him get it. If Promoter McCariy
does match him up again the latter
should insist upon Rivers training at
some place where gasoline can't be
bought and where th lights burn less
brightly.
The Pueblo "White Hope Destroy
er," Jim Flynn, cast anchor in Los
Angeles yesterday.
Jim looks none the worse for his
batle of Monday and comes here especially to Induce McCarey to get Tommy Burns for him.
Flynh explains that the only two
white heavyweights that ever beat him
were Burns and Kaufman.
He has
retrieved himself so far as Kaufman
was concerned by knocking Al out
and he now wants the chance to remove the Burns blot from his escut-
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MEXEYTON THINKS
BOWLING AT ELKS' CLUB LAST REFEREE
ICAN LAD IS ABLE TO COME
NIGHT WAS NOT SPECTA-CULABACK
R
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San Miguel county is to have Aagricultural fair this year. At
the meeting of the stockholders of
the Commercial club, held about ten
days ago, the matter of holding a
fair this year was brought up, and,
action of the business men presby
spent several months.
Harrison D. Burrall of the govern- ent, the officers of last year's fair
ment planting station In the Gallinas were authorized to arrange for the
canyon was In Las Vegas today on holding of a fair again this fall. The
officers of last year's fair are as folbusiness. ..
Misses Myrtle and Hula Black, lows:
George A. Fleming, president; W.
nieces of Dan Rhodes, came in yesP. Southard, vice presidents F. O.
terday afternoon from their home in
D. T. Hoskins,
Blood, secretary;
'"'
La Junta. '
(or Topeka.
Sheriff Roman tiallegos returned
yesterday from a business trip to his
former home in San Jose.
George Harris has returned from
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, where he

H MM

CHANCE

A. Spiess

If

I

F ANOTHER

LYON

MADE

returned this afternoon from a short business trip DIRECTORS OF LAST YEAR'S
HIBITION
TAKE
WILL
to Trinidad.
CHARGE AGAIN.
R. M. Hohrer of the Topeka Mica
Mining company will leave tonight
CharlCB

Some Energy

T)

WORTHY

Watrous.

Come vour way?

!ry

10 HIE

ARE BEING

,
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WARD TEAF,! LOST RIVERS

LANS FOR AFA

Washington, Sept 7. (What the
men's representatives declare will be
the final attempt to adjust the differences between the 13.000 trainmen
and the railroads of the south will be
made here late today.
The men insist that they will not
recede from their demands for increased wage and other concession.
The railroads are equally insistent
that the men's demands can not be
granted. If the negotiations for a
settlement fall it is generally undersucstood, that the government's media- ing this year has been vnusualy
near
in
the
cessful
Wagon
country
to
act.
will
be asked
tor's
Mound, all of the farmers harvestU. S. CAVALRY IN A FIGHT
ing large crops.
J. L. McDonnelly. salesman for the
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 7. Confirmation is received of an engagement Armour Packing company, left this
yesterday' between United States afternoon on train No. 10 for Dencavalrymen and Mexican rebels who ver. Mr. McDonnelly. who has made
crossed the international line at his headquarters in Las Vegas for
Lang's ranch, fifty miles east of the past six months, has been trans
Four rebels were killed ferred to Denver.' J. W. Roberts of
Douglas.
and one wounded and captured by Denver succeeds him. Mr. and Mrs.
the thirteen American soldiers who Roberts are in Las Vegas at the
fought invading rebels numbering present time, residing at the , home
None of the American of Dr. and Mrs. W, V. Mills on Sixth
twenty-five- .
street.
is
reported Injured.
troopers

V&tit

FIVE

7, 1912.

j

John Hartman was in Las Vegas
today from his farm on the mesa.
Dr. w. R. Tipton loft this afternoon on a short business trtp to

FOR FALL and vTINTER
are arriving Daily.
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Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope ol Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

TSmo

Dehossim

YORK STOCK EXCHANGE of more representative stocks waa
New York, Sept. - 7. Irregularity small in volume, but the average level
waa reflected in the opening dealings of priceg at the close was above yeson the stock exchange today. Many terday's final quotations.
The last sales sales were:
of the active Issues were lower, how88
ever,, with weakness greatest in Can- Amalgamated Copper
..126
adian Pacific, Louisville and Nash- American Beet Sugar hid
...108',i
ville and Steel. Union Pacific, which Atchison
138
at first showed a small gain, soon fell Great Northern
New York Central
115
under yesterday's close.
ac- Northern Pacific
in
127&
to
standstill
came
Speculation
...169
tive stocks as soon a.s business besan, Reading .
...111
but there was a lively movement Southern Pacific
172
both ways in certain ordinarily Inac- Union Pacific
7.1
United States Steel
tive specialties.
113
The market closed strong. Activity United States Steel, pfd
in Copper stocks awrakened today's:
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optic
stock market from its early lothorgy
and trading became liveliw. Buying) office.
NEW

....
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OLD POTTERY

Business1,,

PULPIT

Directory

Choir Loft

el
hoi
GturnntFLINT,
Prop
V.Z.tS.--
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Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N.'M.

:an d:

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

pastor.

maas at 7 a, m.; second mass
m. Sunday school in English
10
a.
it
ind Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
1:30 p. in. Rosary and benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

First

;l

u.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Ave
Phone Main 447
416 Grand

s

Cathechlam

for

English

speaking

.hlldren on Tuesday 4 p. m.. and on
Saturday 10 a. in.; for Spanish speaking children on Thursday 4 0. m., and
on Saturday at 9 a, m.

FOUND.

Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 7. Declar
ing he is the discoverer of some clifr
dwellings within ,40 miles of Tlerra
Amarilla, N, M., Hyman Lowttzkl
now has on exhibit at his home, 110
curious specimens
College street,
which may arouse some keen Interest among scientists. A prairie dog
which seems to be "saying his pray
ers" and a bear or some other animal with open mouth are among the
curious finds.
A small quantity ot parched corn
or some otner cereal was iouna in
one of these pots and may prove
that the ancient were familiar with
the value of dextrinized cereals, both
as breakfast foods and as a beverSeveral Santa Feans who
age.
viewed the relics yesterday, got into
a wrangle over the "bear," one main
taining that it represented a hippopotamus and another declaring It was
intended to be a snapping turtle. Mr.
Lowitzki has decided to settle the
controversy by appealing to A. W.
Kidder, the Harvard scientist who
has spent years studying pottery.

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton. pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun-Jamass 8:30,
excepted. Second
sermon In English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
NOTICE.
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
P. MACKEL
of State Engineer.
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
Department
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Santa Fe, N. M., June 19, 1912.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
SacraNumber of application 640.
Benediction
of the Blessed
and Glaxlng.
Notice Is hereby given 'that on the
ment At the New Mexico Hospital
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
(or the Insane mass every fourth 7th day of March, 1912, in accord
West Side Pin . . . . Old Town Sunday by the pastor.
ance with section 26, Irrigation Law
of 1907, Mora Valley Development
METHODIST EPISCOPAL Co., of East Las Vegas, County of
Fl RST
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street, and Na- San Miguel, State of New Mexico,
tional avenue, hi. C. Anderson, pastor. made an application to the state enSHARPENED
LAWN MOWERS
gineer of New Mexico for a permit
and
Lock and Uuosmith Bicycle
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH. to approriate from the public waters
GeLeral Repairing
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 Na of the State of New Mexico.
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas tional avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M. Such appropriation is to be made
Street
Fourteenth Sunday after Trinity, from Wolf creek at a point N- - 33
September 8. 1912,
degrees 25 min. W. 6850 min. from
communion, 7:30.
Holy
&
beg. cor. John Scolly grant S 25 T. 19
Automobile, Carriage
Sunday school, 9:45.
N., R, 18 E. by means of diversion
Morning prayer and sermon, 11:00. works and 12 cu. ft. per sec. and 1400
This church Is open daily for pri acre feet is to be conveyed to sections
vate prayer and meditation.
N. 0. HERMAN
31, and 32 and 4, 5, 6 and 8 Twps. 19
and 18 N., R. 19 E. by means of dam
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
Ave
and canals and there used for irri439 ,
Corner Eighth and Main streets.
gation of 900 acres and domestic purSunday school, 9:45 a. m.
poses.
Communion and preaching service,
The state engineer will take this
11 a. m.
up for consideration on
application
A. R. Marwick, secretary of the Y.
the 19th day f September, 1912, and
adREMODELED
NEWLY
M. C, A., illf' deliver the morning
all persons who may oppose the
dress.
granting of the above application
Private Baths and Lavatories
Prayer meeting 7:30 p. m. Wednes must file their
objections substantiSt6a.a Heat Private Telephones day evening.
ated with affidavits with the state
All are Cordially invited to these
.
Rates $2.50 per day and up
engineer and copy with applicant on

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

y

PETER

H. 0. YOUNG

stan

PMiNTitia
Grand

.

PLAZA HOTEL

services.

AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or Menth

Shumate's Studio
THE LATEST STYLE
IN MOUNTS

A specialty of life like expressions. Pretty , poses, correct
tones and harmony.

or before that date.

Corner Mais
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
'
Green, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 a. m,, and 7:30 p.
m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A.
M. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p.
m. The public la invited.

CHARLES D. MILLER,

CHURCH

State Engineer.

lost Annually by Wage
Earners
Dr. Sadler estimates
that about
in
$80,000,000.00
wages Is loBt annual
ly to the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
wages and doctoring Is expensive,
Rev. Norman Skinner, Pastor. Doug Use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
las avenue and Tenth street
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
Morning worship end sermon at 1 heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
air passages. O. G. Schafer and Red
o'clock.
Cross Drug Co.
Bible study and Sunday school at
9:45 a. m.
HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReYoung People's society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty ward for" any case of Catarrh that
cannot
invitation to all people. Strangers Cure. be cured by Hall's Catarrh
c'-and sojourners in the " especially
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O
welcomed.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in ail
CHRISTIAN SCIENCb
SOCIETY, business transactions
and financially
Regular services every Sunday morn able to carry out any obligations made
Ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even by his firm.
$80,000,000.00

REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION

COUNTY

Republican Headquarters ofthe County of San Miguel
Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 19, 1912.
A convention of the republicans of
the county of. San Miguel, state of
New Mexico, la hereby called to be
held on the 11th day of September,
1912, at 9 o'clock In the forenoon of
said day, at the county court house
in Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the
purpose of choosing 80 delegates to
the State republican convention which
will be held In the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on the 12th day of
September, A. D., 1912, for the purpose of nominating a representative to
the Sixty-thircongress of the United
States and three presidential electors
to be voted for at the general elee- lon which will, be held on Tuesday,
November 5th, 1912, and for the purpose of transacting such other business as may properly come before
said convention.
The various precincts of the Coun
ty of Sah Miguel are entitled to the
following number of delegates from
d

their respective precincts,
Precinct No.
Delegates
2
1. San Miguel
4
2. La Cuesta
3. Las Vegas South
4
t:

4. Tecolote
5. Las Vegas North
6. Las Vegas Central...
7. San Antonio
. ..
8.

9.
10.
11.
14.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
61.
52.
53.

4
7

1

I

La9 Vegas Arriba '..
Pecos
Chaperlto
San Geronimo '..
Sapelky
Rowe
..;
Rociada
Sapello
.'.,

I
I
8
2

..2
2
2
2

Las Manuelitas
Union
San Patricio
MIshawaka
McKInley

2

2

Puertecito
El Pueblo

....

Trementina
Agua Zarca

,

,

11
2

2
2
2
2

.....j

Los Vigiles
San Istdoro
Las Galllnas
Penasco Blanoo
El Cerrito
Los Torres
Tecolotito
Bernal
Canon Largo
Romerovtlle
Los Fuertea
Ojltos Frios ...
Cherryvale
Emplazado
Hot Springs
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Five cents per line each Insertion.
Martin, Keeper
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NO.
Estimate alx ordinary words to line. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
Records and Seat
No ad to occupy less space than two
KNIGHTS TEMPtAn- -ir
lines. All advertla menu charged
ular conclave
I
will be booked at space actually set,
tar in each vaomtk at Ma- - B. p. O. ELKS Meets, second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of eaea
without regard to number of words. oi-ti- , Tnnmlfi at 7:20 p. m- - C. D.
R
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Cash In advance preferred.
Taaune,
Boucher. 8. C; Cha
brothers are cordially invited. P.
cordez.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
Condon,
Secretary.
ROYAL
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S,
convoca
ARCH MASONS
ATTORNEYS
tion
iioskoay
TemBMMttfc at SSmo!
HUNKER A HUNKER
M. E.
ple, at
f.
H. Hunker
Chester A. Hank
Geo.
O.
H.
P.; f.
WilUama,
Attorney at Law.
Blood, eeeretary.
New Mer"
La Vegaa.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN fc
RANtFORO CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
LCCAL- miE.XARB
ami
Fridays in
Uimmlt Tussle. Mi. T. 8. Bow en,
WortS,y Matrea; Jaaea O. Sattedse
EAST ROUND
WANTED 100, young calves. If you
"
Worthy Ftten; Mm. George Tripf, Arrive
one
more
or
have
let me know.
Searetair. Fbone Mala tS9, 120 No! 2. . . :10 p. m.
9: It p.
Jacob Regeler, R. 1, Box 3.
Graad avenae.
11:10 p.
No. 4.... 11:06 p m
1:25 a. .
No. 8.... 1:15 a. m
POSITION as governess, 3 years FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
:10 p
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
teacher in east 23 years and well,
102 Meets every Moseaj night at
O. R. C. E&lL on Voualaa avenue, at
rapher. Edna Walborn, Van West,
WE8T BOUNU
O.
8 o'clock.
Vfetttax
embers are No.
.1:4 p. e
p. m
i..;...l:20
cordially veieerae.
ft OearioK. No. 8.;. .6:10 a. m
6:15 p w'
WANTED Large, clean cotton rags president; J. T. Bukler, secretary;
NO. 7
4:40. p. m . . . .4:50 p
at the girl's dormitory, 5 cents per C. H. Bally, trees arer.
7:00 a. No. 9
.6:35 p. m...
pound.
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are making small towns and cross
road stores to handle our new and
pocket side line. Pays a
commission of $4 per order. A
winner. For full particulars ad
210
dress, C. A. Johnson,
Sigel
street, Chicago, 111.
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FOR
2
1

2

SALE CHEAP Two pieces ot
property, corner Third and Colum
bia. Call at 902 .Third street

2
FOR
2

SALE FOR SALE Ten large
work mares. Apply 620 Grand ave
nue.

FOR SALE Traction engine with
disc plows, good as new. Inquire
2
620 Grand avenue.
4

For Hcr.1

.tvi

U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
kidney trouble for years, and was so
crippled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
"I began to get beter at once, and
now all my trouble has left me and
I do not feel that I ever had rheu
come and cordially invited.
matism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645, of a man of 35 years. I would like
to be the means of others getting benI. O. of B. B. Meete
emery fire!
efit from
Kidney Pills.' Refuse
Tuesday of the month in the veatry substitutes.Foley
O. G. 'Schaefer and Red
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I Cross Drug Co.
o'clock p. tn. Visiting brothers are
An article that has real merit should
Isaac Appal,
cordially invited.
President; Charlea Greenelay, Sec- in time become popular. That such is
the case with Chamberlain's Cough
retary.
Remedy has been attested oy many
Hoot or a
Hera la nnn of them. 41i
Ohln Falls. Ind.
W WMirtrtaTrBon.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCM
.NO. 804. Meets second and foarvi writes, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is the best for coughs, colds and
Thursday tn O. R. C. tali Fiona
croup, ana is my Dest seller." For
building. Visiting members are oe sale
by all dealers.
dlally in vied. Peter Emenaker, G
ft, Richard Devlne, T. 8.
T. L. Parks, Murrayvllle, Ga., Route
1, Is In his 73rd year, and was recentcured of a bad kidney and bladder
I. O. O.
F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO ly
trouble.
He says himself: "I have
1. Meeta every Monday
evening ai suffered with my kidneys. My back
their baU on Sixth street All visit ached and I was annoyed with bladI can truthfully
lng brethren cordially Invited to at- der irregularities.
tend. 3 . D. Fridonatlne, N. G.; say .one 60c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They conFrank Fries, V. G.; T. If. Ehrood. tain
no habit forming drugs. O. G.
Karl
Secretary;
Werts, Treasurer' Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
C. Y. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
The implicit confidence that many
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuet people have In Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
is
day evenings each month, at Wood founded on their experience
In the
man hall. , Visiting Brothers eo? use of that remery and their knowdlally invited to attend. A. It ledge of the many remarkable cures
of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
Adler, President; E. C, Ward, Se
it has' effected. For sale by all dealrotary.
ers.
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
HANDLED
THJJ BEST GOODS OBTAI NAfSLE ALWAYS

CHAPMAN

COLUMN

GEST-U-

2
2
2
3
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMEBIC
as eoverness. 3 years
2 POSITION
Meet in the forest of brother
teacher In east. 23 years and well.
4
love at Woodmen of the Won
Also stenog
Splendid reference:)
2
hall, .on the second and fourth Ft
rapher. Edna Walborn, Van West
2
day of each month at S p. m. C. CI
O.
2
Vlei
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
2
lng neighbors are especially w
WANTED A few traveling men who

San Juan
Casa Colorada
Sablnoso
San Jose
La Llendre
Pens Blanca
Los Alamos
San Pablo
Chavez
East Las Vegas
Canon de Manuelitas

7, 1912.

2
Guadalupe
2
,
San Ignacio
Las Colonlas
2
Enclnosa
ROOM for rent. Mrs. Van Petten,
Proxies will be recognized
only
806 Seventh street
when held by residents of the same
precinct from which the delegates are
chosea Primaries In the various pre- FOR RENT 3 nice rooms upstairs,
furnished or unfurnished, adboe
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, cincts shall be held as soon as posfng at 8 o'clock In O. H. C. hail
house
close to schools. Phone Pur
of
9th
not
but
the
sible
than
later
day
Toledo, O.
ple 5482.
Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter September In precincts other , than
Hall's
k
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
iL..tJ
nally, acting directly upon the blood
6
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues, and mucous surfaces of the system. Nos. 3, 5, and 29.
of the various primar FOIJ RENT Fine suite of furnished
Secretaries
Testimonials sent free. Pdlce 75 cents
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
housekeeping rooms, electrio lights.
are
ies
bottle. Sold by all drugists. ,
requested to notify the presi
Preaching 11 a. m, and 8 p. m., by perTake Hall's
baths, etc. Excellent location, 918
for const! dent of the County Central Commit
Pills
Family
the pastor; Sunday schools 9:45 a. m.; pation.
Eighth street
tee of the date of their primaries and
B. Y. P. H, 8 p. m. All are welcome
names of the delegates chosen
the
to attend these services.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
FOR RENT Front bed room, electric
l'i
Immediately after the holding of the
Notice Is hereby given that Bias
Election of the precinct light and ba h. 922 Doughi.
meeting.
Sanchez and Mrs. Maxlmlana S. Or
"IN A BAD WAY"
Don't you sort of envy that hear
Central Committee will not be necesFOR RENT Two rooms for light
have been appointed administra
tega
this hot weather. He looks cool and
sary at these primaries except to fill
tors
estate
of
the
of
the
Fran
late
housekeeping. 925 Second .street.
Will
an
Las
East
Reader
would
Many
Vegas
You
a vacancy.
comfortable, doesn't he?
cisco S. Ortega.
All persons having;
Feel Grateful for This Information
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
feel a good deal cooler if you were
FOR RENT Two room furnished
claims against the estate will pre
When your back gives out;
Chairman,
to use our Ice. It's pure and cooling
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
sent them to the above named admin F. O.
Becomes lamei weak or aching;
BLOOD, Secretary.
and Just the thing for lemonades,
In
matters
istrators.
all
in.
troubles'
set
When
pertaining
urinary
loed drinks. Ice cream, etc. Say, befr
to the estaate call on or address Bias
Your
are "In a bad way."
NOTICE.
ter order some from us today. You Doan'skidneys
are
sick
Pills
for
Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M.
Kidney
Notice Is hereby g ven that the ofcan't buy it any cheaper, nor near as
."
BLAS SANCHEZ,
kidneys.
ficial paper of tne New Mexico Cat- FOR room and board apply 710 Grand
pure and wholesome.
MAXIMIANA S. ORTEGA.
Local evidence proves their merit.
avenue.
tle Sanitary Board will on SeptemTHE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
P. Clddio, 506 Grand Ave., Tast Las
Administrators.
Las
ber
the
from
be
1,
1912,
227
changed
Phone Main
WE TEACH you a trade in a few
Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I am as strong
Vegas Optic, of Las, Vegas, N. M., to
in my praise of Doan's ,Kldney Pills
months' time; no lexpense but your
the Roswell News, of Roswell, New
work.
CAiLL FOR PRIMARY.
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has us today ag when I publicly testified to
automobiles,
Electricity,
Mexico. After the above date all noed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound their merit two years ago. I had a
100 satisNotice is hereby given that a pri tices of estrays will be published In
plumbing, turicklaying.
for years, and says she always recom- great deal of trouble from my back. mary of the republican voters of
fied workmen today; 40 jobs going.
the News.
mends It to her friends. "It never There was a steady, dull ache through
United
Trade
Precinct No. 29 of the county of San
Catalogue' free.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
falls to cure our cougha and colds and
and right side and stopping
loins
my
"
School
be
will
in
chilheld
the
five
hall
have
We
Contracting Co., Los AnMiguel
city
prevents croup.
W. J, LTNWOOD, Secretary.
dren and always give them Foley's caused sharp twinges. I believe that of the city of Las Vegas, at 8 o'clock
geles.
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold, my work was responsible for the trou In the evening of Monday, the ,9th
soon
well.
We
are
would
all
and they
ble, as I am Obliged to sit in a cramp day of
September, 1912, for the purnot be without It In our house." O. ed
Few, If any, medicines, have met
position so much .of the time. pose of choosing eleven (11) dele- with
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
the uniform success that has at
Prompt relief followed the use of gates from said precinct to the re- tended the use of Chamberlain's Co-- LOST Gold
fraternity pin, diamond
contents
of
the
Doan's
Pills,
Kidney
Antoine Deloria,; postmaster at Garconvention of San llci Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
publican county
Greek
letters. Return to
shaped.
me."
The remarkable cures of colic and '
den, Mich., knows the exact facts one nox completer" uring
Miguel county which has been called diarrhoea which it
920 Galllnas.
has effected in al
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 to
when he speaks of the curative vameet September 11,, 1912, to choose most every neighborhood have given
lue of Foley Kidney Pills. He says: cents. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo,
"From my own experience I recom- New York, sole agents of the United delegates from said County to the re- it a wide reputation. For sale by all LOST On Seventh street between
mend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
publican state convention at Albu- dealers.
Lincoln and Douglas avenues,
,
States.
remedy for kidney trouble. My fathalso called
Said
is
querque.
hat. Finder please return
child's
primary
Remember the name Doan's and
ers was cured of kidney disease and
for the purpose of transacting any
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
to Optic office.
'
a, good many of my! neighbors
were take no other.
other business that may be jioper to
cured by Foley Kidney Pills. O. G.
come before it. All republican voters MARRY Interesting particulars free. LOST A brown and white
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
English
SPECIAL CARRIAGE TO HARVEY'8 of said precinct are urged, to be presThousands rich, ail ages, tired liv-- .
Setter, goes by the name of "Mick."
,.'
' WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optic
MisSeptember 9. ent.
morning,
Ing alone. Mrs. Hyde, 2679-Monday
Finder please send information to
sion street, San Francisco.
J. S. DUNCAN, Chairman.
Phone Clay and Havens for passage.
Office. ..
Optic.
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More, Esoti Delivery ..................
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Eaeh Delivery

te USS toe Eaot. DeRvery
te 289 lb
Each Delivery
Lea Than U lbs, Each Delivery
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tmlhl
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e per 1W l
w, ....... as per 1C Ika.
lie per 18i lbs

AGUA PUR A COUP A'N Y
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue. Vegas
'
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ANT Ad;
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thefpeople to whom
amon al
BUY-- the
particular thing is worth moat.
That property you want to sell isIWORTH MOST
to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were, advertised
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, Wan
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)
books, automobiles
used, machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of nv
sort, and musicallnstruments. J
J-- '
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buysrs
of those who MIGHT

tl--
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LOCAL NEWS

SALE

DAY

Large Bars Ivory Soap per Bar
Large Bars Fels Naptha Soap per Bar
8 Bars Diamond "C" Soap for
7 Bars Lenox Soap for
6 Bars Sunny Monday Soap for
6 Bars Crystal White Soap for
4 Pkgs Gloss Starch for
5 lbs. Bulk Gloss Starch for
Large Bottle Household Amonia for
Large Bottle Bluing for
LaTaline, The Modern Cleaner, per Can
Merry War Lye per Can
Large Can Red Seal Lye for
6 Oz. Package Gold Dust for
3 lb. Package Gold Dust for .

If

n

Try a (tram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
.7c

.
. . .

Waitress wanted

6c

the

fit

.25c

......

i

Finch's Golden Wedding Rya, agod
in the wood. , Direct from
distillery

25c

.25c
.25c

'

to you.

25c
25c
'

At

tie

Lobby, of ooors

For sale $26 Howler kitchen cabi
net, $15; side board, rug, full length
mirror. F. E. Darnes, 1018 Twelfth.

lie
.8c

..I..:

J. E. Rosenwald Lodge will hold its
first fall meeting Monday night at 8
o dock In the Temple
vestry rooms,

5c
7c
10c
4c

A

O

F.IAS0KIC

LODGE

MISS CHAVEZ
BECOMES THE
BRIDE OF T. J. MARTINEZ
OF TAOS COUNTY.
At the Church of Our Lady of
Sorrows, the marriage of Miss .Rebecca Chavez, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Sisto Chavez, of Arito, N. itf..
to Mr. T. J. Martinez of Arroyo Hondo, N. M., was solemnized thin morn
ing by Rev. Father Paul Gllberton,
naRtnr nt tTiA ihmvh
The wedding was one of the pret
tiest of the year in Las Vegas, as
well as being one of the first of the
early fall.
The bridal party was driven to the
church in carriages, the procession
forming under the organ loft and
passing to the altar to the strains
of the wedding march played by Mr.

AT

FcrTto Conslderotioo

kueteby

HANDSOME STRUCTURE TO
N
ERECTED
IMMEDIATE
FUTURE.

Whit?

Kitchen,

191?.

CHAPEL

COUPLE WEDDED

See Van Pettea for lusuranea.

Monday September 9th.

,

mn
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OF

BE

3
J

THE MOTHER

Contracts for the erection of a
chapel and gate lodge in the Mason
ic cemetery have been let to Richard
Smith and Frank Revell of this city
and work on the building will be
commenced Immediately Tom, Smith
was given the contract for the stone
brick, and concrete work and the
plastering. Revell will do the car
penter work. Nlsson and Sackman
were awarded the contract for the
painting and varnishing.
The building which: was designed
by E. W. Hart, the local architect,
will follow in style the English halt
stone and timber work. The first
story will he constructed of white
stone and the second half story will
be timber panelled stucco.1 The
chapel has a seating capacity of 70
persons. The lodge contains four
rooms, a kitchen, a living room and
two bed rooms, to be used by the sex
ton and his family.
The Interior of the chapel will be
finished in 'English oak. The windows will be of art glass of special
The building will be equipdesign.
ped with six concrete receiving
vaults. The lodge will be fitted with
all modern conveniences.
The structure will be erected at
the gate on the east side of the
cemetery grounds.
The erection of this chapel and
gate lodge at the cemetery will all
a long felt want, turnishinff a suit
able place to hold services, and a
residence for the sxton.

1

FULL
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Doys Slothing

Has

Arrived,

marriage license was issued this
'.
We are now creoarcd for. and! "v('.
;
20c
morning at the court house to BasUia
vdgil and Juan j. Armijo, both real
Xl-f'- D
soiliucit your Pafroaagc ia this line.
dents of Sapello.
Joe Grafforn,
The bride leaned on thef arm of Mr.
We can fit your boy out, in the verjj BEST merchandise
F. E. Valdez, of Springer, N. M., tne
Incarnacion Gutierrez was
before Judge D. R. Murray yes best man. The groom accompanied
made, from head to foot.
terday afternoon on the charge of Mrs. F, E. Valdez, the matron of non- Shoes,
Hose, K & EWaists,IKnickerbotKcrpacts and suits,
drunkenness and was sentenced to or. Miss Amalia Gallegos of Las Ve
10 days on the
Underwear, Hats and Caps.
gas, maid of honor, came next, lean
city chain gang.
ing upon the arm o.f Mr. Arturo Baca,
Miss Nellie Gatlin of the Gatlin In- - one of the ushers, followed by Miss
See Us
stltute of Trinidad Is in town for a Josephine Gallegos of Las Vegas, the
few days only and will be at 807 other maid of honor, upon the; arm of
Main avenue. Any one interested in Mr. Alfonso Baca, the second usher.
Gatlin Three Day Cure, telenhnne
At the altar the bride and groom
Main 448.
were met by Father Gilberton. wlio
performed the marriage ceremony.
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. During jthe entire service music was
Cleraente Padilla died last night at rendered at the1 organ by Mr. Graf
the Padilla residence at Los Vigiles. forn. At the conclusion of the wed
ice funeral will be held tomorrow, ding service, solemn hish mass was
S tl
S
l
u ibi
burial occurring in the Los Visiles celebrated.
The bride wore a handsome whitecemetery.
111
duchess silk en tram, trimmed in
Roman Maes this morning
Waitress wanted at the White
lace and spangles and wore
applied
at the court house for $2 as bounty on her corsage cut decolette. From her Kitchen.
"Pnsli the
TmisIi tlie
Button
a coyote killed by him recently near throat hung a beautiful pearl and
and
Made in
V button
La Liendre. Leandro Gonzales of diamond gold pendant. She carried
- M 1KZP
l
l DoKt'
a large variety '"v.. an4
the
ses
business
Following
regular
Eesl"
Precinct 48 also applied for $2, as bride's roses and wore a long tulle
you
6t.V!es anl sizes,
sion of .the Fraternal Brotherhood
'V0'
A
iin'l
j?
veil, with natural roses in her hair
Oh-jnth
or
without
bounty on a coyote.
N
v. rwhat
i
t know
Art M..t.
Mrs. Valdez, the maid of honor. Monday night in the O. R. C. hall there
I
ifff ican.uimuib.4.S-IBwill be a social dance and refresh
j
;
:i0Da- - Priced
",
f-Ja
had
white
All members of the Las Vegas Au
until you try a
serge suit trimmed with ments
for members. All members of
Royal Rest Chair.
tomobile association and all persons silk and wore a large white hat,
the loge are invited to be present.
1131.1 klyJ
.w.M'
Y
'
who own machines are urged to be trimmed with white plumes.
Miss
curve of your body,
wore
I
Josephine
and
Gallegos
once
tomorrow
trim
yellow
present
I J
afternoon at 3 o'
you sit
iust the back
clack at a meeting to be held in the med In black velvet, and had on a
i sSv"
instantly by sim- T'
stau
'to
there
forever
RACE
SERIOUS
TROUBLE
J
Ply touching a
office of District Attorney Charles W. large white hat, with lavender flow
uif
Foot Rest slides back out of sight
tuttononrightarmof all.1;
Cummings, Ga., Sept. 7. Race trou
era. Miss iAmaMa
G. Wiard on the Plaza. The
wore
Gallegos
meeting
is for the purpose of discussing' the ytmuw, wim a jarge wane fiat trim ble was precipitated heer today fol
lowing the arrest of two negroes,
new state law which requires a license med with yellow flowers.
The
eharged with attacking a white wo
was
altar
decorat
handsomely
of $10 to be paid to the state by every
ed with natural flowers and burning man, when Grant Smith, a negro
automobile owner.
candles.
preacher, is alleged to have made dis
Following the wedding ceremony paraging remarks about the whits wo
Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca
had a narrow escape yesterday after- the bridal party repaired to the men of Cummings. The preacher
noon when a portion of the porch on Plaza hotel, where an elaborate wed- was beaten almost to death by a mob
1 1
one's taste and pocketbook. Prices
the residence of Dr. E. B. Shaw on ding banquet was served at 1 o'clock of white men before the officers res
to
The guests were Mr. cued him and locked him in the m
the Plaza fell to the sidewalk. Mr. de to fifteen.
i
is&uiu
,tt.L.iu
A. Martinez, father cf the vaults, of the court house.
Baca, who was on. the walk at the (Julian
have
The negroes
become aroused
time, heard the cracking of timbers groom; Hon. and Mrs. E. Q. de Baca,
and jumped out of harm's way. Wil Mr. and Mrs. Eligio XJaiiegos of Las and have threatened to dynamite the
liam Booth also had a close call. 'The Vegas, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Valdez of town If any of their race is lynched
Mrs. Amicito G. No effort has been made to molest
entire under facing of the porch fell. Springer, N, M.,
Baca'
of Las Vegas, the Misses Ame- the men in the county Jail. A comIt is supposed the boards had rotted
lia and Josephine Gallegos of Las pany of infantry reached Cummines
loose from their fastenings.
Vegas, Mr. Arturo Baca of El Paso, this morning from Gainesville, having
and Mr, Alfonso Baca of Las Vegas, been ordered here by Governor Brown.
with the bride and groom.
The groom is the son of J. A. MarTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
DlmtnXI
tinez, one of the wealthiest and best
"If We Do Mt's Right"
known business men and cattle raisers of Taos county. He has large FOR SALE Fresh cow. For partic
ulars call at Optic office.
mercantile business at Arroyo Hon
do and is the owner of large ranch
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
He Is retired and makes
holdings.
choice rooms in the New Elks'
his home in the summer at Santa
in a few weeks can see the new "1913"
Home.
If it may be termed a science must
Cadillac
Fe and winters in El Paso, Tex. T.
Demonstrator.
,
J.
Martinez
is
second
his
eon
and
returned
is
to
home
and
in
your
include a means of presenting the
The "1913 Cadillac" is a wonderful car
general manager of his father's exthe "it is new" appearance
embodytensive
headhis
business,
making
to
the greatest number
ing all modern refinements and equipped! with
proposition
you would expect had it just
quarters at Arroyo Hondo, where he
even a more silent and powerful engine than the
of prospective buyers. To reach this
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FRESH EVERY DAY
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Our expert girl ironers have
acquaintances in the city.
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FANCY CONCORD
60c PER. BASKET
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Fsxncy Black Malvoiso
65c Per Basket
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Science of
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the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable.
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Plant some Winter Onion sets now and grow vour own.
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"The Store of Satisfaction"
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or call and we will have our demon::; raf or

show you.
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Best In Tlie City

idad, one to Pueblo, and one to

ORDER THEfl TODAY
IfAYWARD
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The Aqua Pura company is making
large daily shipments of ice to points
in New Mexico and Colorado. Twenty-five
cars a day are being sent to
La Junta, two to Raton,- one to Trin-

DO NT KICK
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GRAAF

Tfce

Fried

White Grapes

IT THE

CHARLES ILFELD CO.

'Members of the Department of the
Potomac of the .Grand Army of the
Republic, passed through Las Vegas this afternoon In a special car
on 'train No. 1 en route to Los Angeles to attend the annual encampment.
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Tokay, Black Malvarcse, Concord, Mission and Native
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BAKERY GOODS

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE
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